
A Getaway amid the Madness 
Portland & Seattle 2020 
 
 The trip I was intending to make in 2020 was to New Zealand.  I 
made reservations last fall, using some of the money I got when we sold 
Margaret’s house, and I planned the trip of a lifetime.  I’d spend three and a 
half weeks travelling all over Kiwi-land, returning home via the Cook Islands 
in the South Pacific. 
 
 Like pretty much every plan that was made for 2020, that all 
changed when the coronavirus spread rapidly around the world last winter.  
New Zealand did a nearly 100% lockdown, and they got things under control 
quickly.  Unfortunately the same could not be said for the United States.  With 
no national plan to fight the disease and a government that’s more concerned 
about business than people’s health, our country has been floundering for 
months.  Almost no other countries are letting Americans visit.  New Zealand 
is just starting to welcome foreign visitors as I write this, but it looks as if it 
looks as if it will be the middle of 2021 at the earliest when they begin to 
accept U.S. tourists again. 
 
 Most of my money was spent with Air New Zealand, and that 
remains in credit, awaiting the time I’m able to re-book.  One leg of the flight, 
though was originally booked on Alaska Airlines.  That leg couldn’t be 
refunded, and their window for re-booking was much shorter than Air New 
Zealand’s.  I tried a couple of options to get some value out of that.  First I 
booked a week-long trip to Juneau.  After I booked that, though, the state of 
Alaska started requiring visitors to show  proof of a negative  COVID-19 test  

 

that had been given within 72 hours of arriving in the state.  While I did get a COVID test this summer (and it was negative, thankfully), it 
took a full week to get back the results.  That delay means the 72-hour window Alaska required would make a trip there impossible. 
 
 Next I tried booking a trip to Phoenix, the largest city in America that I’ve never been to.  However, right after I booked that trip 
they had a huge COVID-19 spike in Arizona.  I didn’t really want to go to a place that I wasn’t sure was safe, and I certainly didn’t want to 
add to their problems.  So I cancelled that and instead booked a getaway to Portland and Seattle.  These are two of Alaska Airlines’ main 
hubs, so getting there with my credit was easy.  Fortunately they’re also two of the places that have among the lowest infection rates in 
America.  While Seattle was where some of the first cases were identified, the Pacific Northwest cracked down hard early on, and they’re 
still just in the earliest stages of re-opening.  They’re not exactly welcoming visitors with open arms, but they’re not forbidding them either, 
so it seemed like a reasonable trip to make. 
 

TUESDAY, AUGUST 4 

Algona, Iowa to Bloomington, Minnesota 
 
 I backed my new (or “gently used”) car out of my garage promptly 
at 8:00 this morning.  The car, A Kia Optima, still doesn’t really seem like it’s 
mine.  My old Mitsubishi Eclipse got to the point that it required repairs that 
far exceeded its value, though, so a trade was warranted.  The dealer had 
the Kia on their lot, and while it’s technically six years old, it has less than 
9,000 miles on the odometer when I bought it.  In the tradition of the “old lady 
who only drove to church on Sunday”, this one was the second car for an 
elderly couple where the wife got sick and eventually died.  Not a happy story, 
but it did give me a low-mileage car at a reasonable price. 
 
 I stopped briefly at McDonalds on my way out of Algona, and then I 
made my way northward on U.S. 169, past Burt, Bancroft, and Lakota.  The 
last stretch of 169 runs northward from Lakota to the Minnesota border at the  

 
David Burrow’s Kia Optima, 

parked at a rest area in Minnesota 
town of Elmore.  This section stood out, because there wasn’t another car on the road the whole way.  It was eerily empty. 
 
 Traffic picked up a bit once I entered Minnesota.  It’s been a long time (literally years) since I’ve driven on a two-lane road in that 
state, and a couple of things stood out.  First, Minnesota has increased their speed limit on two-lanes.  It’s 60mph now, instead of 55 in 
Iowa.  Secondly, I’d forgotten how odd Minnesota traffic signs look to an outsider.  On two-lane roads in Iowa the signs are always held 
up by wooden posts.  Oddly, in the land of the great north woods, they always use metal poles to hold up traffic signs.  What’s more while 



signs in Iowa use a single post, there’s always a minimum of two—and often three—of those metal poles in Minnesota.  I’m not sure why 
the same “No Passing Zone” sign requires a tripod to support it up north, but it does. 
 
 Before long I got to the town of Blue Earth.  A few years back for some reason known only to the DOT they chose to replace 
three perfectly good intersections on highway 169 in Blue Earth with roundabouts.  Why a little town should need three separate traffic 
circles, I have no clue, but that’s what they’ve got.  I absolutely loathe roundabouts, but I did manage to make my way through them 
successfully. 
 
 I turned onto Interstate 90 at Blue Earth.  While the pavement isn’t in terribly good shape on I-90, the drive was still lovely.  Traffic 
was light, and wildflowers were in bloom the whole way. 
 
 I turned north on I-35 at Albert Lea and was surprised to find that they’d recently built a new weigh station just north of there.  It 
had always seemed a bit strange to me that Minnesota didn’t have a weigh station near their southern border; now they do. 
 
 I pulled off for a mid-morning break at the Straight River Rest Area near Owatonna.  Then I continued up I-35 to the Twin Cities.  
This was just about the easiest drive on I-35 I’ve ever had.  Traffic can get congested all the way from Owatonna or Faribault north, and 
I’ve often dealt with stop-and-go traffic throughout the suburbs.  Today, though, I had the cruise control on until right before I turned onto 
I-35E at Burnsville.  The last leg wasn’t too bad either. 
 
 The only real issue I had this morning was getting to the park-and-ride in Bloomington.  I took the exit I normally do (Old Shakopee 
Road off highway 77, which is one exit south of Mall of America), but right off the ramp there were barricades saying the road was closed.  
I wound around and made my way back onto highway 77 and took the Mall of America exit instead.  It ends up in the same place, and I 
have no clue what they’re doing to Old Shakopee Road. 
 
 I could tell things were still not “normal” from the pandemic when I pulled into the 28 th Avenue park-and-ride.  Today was a 
Tuesday, and it was well after rush hour.  Normally on a business day the ramp would be crowded.  I’ve never seen it completely full, but 
there are a number of times I’ve had to go up to a higher level to find space.  Today, though, even the bottom level seemed empty, and I 
parked just steps from the entrance to the light rail station.  I’ve done that on a Sunday before, but never during business hours. 
 
 I’d intended to get a day pass from a ticket machine, but for some reason they’re re-programmed those so you can no longer 
buy a day pass in paper form.  So instead I went to Metro Transit’s phone app (which I’d downloaded ages ago) and bought a day pass 
online.  In an age of disease that’s probably a better option anyway, since the phone pass is completely “touchless”. 
 
 Pretty much every transit system requires passengers to wear facemasks these days, and of course I wore one.  I wish they’d 
devise a  mask that actually protected the wearer from other people’s germs rather than protecting other people from the wearer, but for 
now such things seem to only be available to medical professionals. 
 
 I caught a southbound train and road one stop to the end of the line at Mall of America.  Masks are also supposedly required at 
Mall of America—though they don’t really seem to enforce the rule all that strictly.  The majority of people were in masks, but many had 
their noses exposed, and some even had them dropped below their mouths.  I kept mine on in the proper manner, and I must say it 
bothered me that so many people didn’t. 
 
 Mall of America is anything but normal.  They shut down entirely in response to the virus, and literally the day before they were 
going to re-open was when George Floyd was killed and riots broke out all over the Twin Cities.  That shut the mall down another whole 
month.  They’re officially open now, but business is WAY down—to the point that it seems pleasantly uncrowded walking around the 
place.  About a third of stores are still closed.  Some look like they will re-open at some point, but others don’t even have any stock inside.  
My bet is a lot of the places don’t have enough business to pay their rent. 
 
 My destination was the food court, and there only about half the restaurants were open.  For lunch I chose to go to Naf-Naf Grill, 
a Middle Eastern fast food place that I first encountered in Chicago.  I had chicken shawarma in a pita with spicy sauces, and it really was 
delicious.  (By the way, of course you’re allowed to remove your mask while eating.  They do, however, have about two-thirds of the 
tables in the food court blocked off for social distancing.) 
 
 After lunch I made my way back down to the transit station.  I caught bus #5, a bus I’ve taken many times before when I’ve been 
in the Twin Cities.  The bus runs up Portland and Chicago Avenues from Mall of America to downtown, and then it heads north to Brooklyn 
Center.  I was particularly interested in taking this bus because it happens to run right past the location where George Floyd was killed.  
Indeed the infamous cell phone footage of an officer kneeling on Floyd’s neck for nearly nine minutes and thus suffocating him were taken 
by people waiting at a bus stop for this very bus.  I’ve gotten off at that same bus stop.  There’s a Walgreen’s just south of there that I’ve 
patronized multiple times, and I’ve gone to shows at a small theatre (the Pillsbury House) that’s just a couple blocks to the north. 
 
 The bus ride itself was uneventful.  However, just after we passed the Walgreen’s I referred to, the bus left its regular route on 
Chicago Avenue and headed west a couple of blocks.  We detoured around the area where the incident took place and returned to the 
regular route by the theatre.  I got off the bus there and quickly discovered why we’d made the detour.  About a four-block stretch of 
Chicago Avenue is completely blocked off with concrete barriers.  Pedestrians are allowed to enter, but motor vehicles aren’t.  The street 
has been painted with the names of hundreds of people who have been killed by police over the years, and down by Cup Foods (the 
convenience store where the Floyd killing took place) there’s an enormous pile of flowers forming a shrine. 
 
 There were a no protests going on today, but there were a number of gawkers (myself included, of course).  Everyone was 
respectful, which is as it should be. 



 
Barricades on Chicago Avenue, near 38th Street (site of George Floyd killing) 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 

 I spent the 
time between one 
bus and the next 
checking out the 
area.  Then I headed 
northward toward 
downtown.  On both 
buses today there 
were a number of fare 
evaders who the 
drivers scolded, but 
ultimately let ride 
free.  Apparently 
travel was free on 
metro buses for most 
of the summer, 
thanks to the 
pandemic.  The re-
instated fares (and 
also increased 
service frequency) on 

August 1, but it seems the word hasn’t gotten around to everyone yet. 
 
 A lot of downtown Minneapolis still shows scars from the protests.  Everything is open, but there’s lots of graffiti and some 
boarded up windows.  There are also “Black lives matter” and “Remember George Floyd” signs in business windows everywhere. 
 
 While downtown I stopped briefly at the Target store on Nicollet Avenue.  I didn’t buy anything, but I did see a fascinating site.  
Someone appeared to have had an epileptic attack and was writing on the floor next to the escalators.  Three different guards were 
attending to him, and by the time I left the store emergency medical personnel were arriving.  I’ve never seen anything quite like that. 

 
Rubble of the police station at Lake & Hiawatha – Minneapolis 

 
Boarded up Midway Shopping Center – St. Paul 

 
 I caught a train at the Nicollet station and rode 
south to Lake Street—Midtown station, another place I’ve 
frequently gone when I’ve been in Minneapolis.  This area 
also featured prominently in the aftermath of the George 
Floyd killing, and it’s definitely been much more affected 
than anywhere else in the city.  The police precinct 
headquarters for the area that included the place where 
Floyd was killed was located at Lake Street and 
Minnehaha Avenue, just east of the light rail station.  You 
probably remember scenes of protestors setting that police 
station on fire, with rioting crowds that extended for blocks.  
While it was quiet this afternoon, I could certainly tell what 
had happened here.  The police station has been reduced 
to rubble, and an Arby’s and a liquor store that were on 
either side of the station have also been bulldozed.  A 
Target across the street is blocked off and has a sign 
saying “We are rebuilding”.  Every business for about five 
blocks is boarded up.  Some have signs implying they will 
be re-opening, while others have “space for lease” signs.  
It really is quite sad. 
 
 I caught a bus at the stop by where the police 
station used to be and rode over to St. Paul’s Midway area.  
I had hoped to stop at a Wal-Mart store there, but that store 
is closed—though apparently the closure was decided 
prior to either the coronavirus or the Floyd riots.  
Apparently the parking lot of the abandoned Wal-Mart was 
the focus of St. Paul’s George Floyd riots, which spilled out 
to a nearby shopping center, where now everything except 
a McDonalds is closed.  I’m not sure if the shopping center 
will be re-opening or not; it looks to be in very rough shape.  
While everything is fenced off, there’s still some broken 
glass there that hasn’t been boarded up. 
 

 I caught a bus back to the 46th Street light rail station in Minneapolis and then took a train one stop south to Minnehaha Park.  
There were a lot of people in the park, mostly Latino families having a fun afternoon.  It really seemed surprisingly busy for a Tuesday.  I 
don’t think masks are required in outdoor areas in Minnesota, but I felt more comfortable wearing one in the park.  While they don’t provide 
much protection for the wearer, every little bit helps. 
 



 I hiked to Minnehaha Falls.  In the process I could tell that I’m feeling a lot better than I did a year ago.  I had to climb more than 
a hundred steps to get back up from the falls, and I was able to do that without feeling winded at all.  Let’s hope the good health continues! 
 
 I caught a train back south to the park-and-ride and then drove over to my home for the evening, the Comfort Inn—MSP Airport.  
Like almost every business these days they’ve installed plexiglass shields at the check-in desk, but there don’t appear to be much of any 
other noteworthy changes due to COVID-19.  A change that’s definitely for the worse at this hotel is that the parking lot that the grassy 
strip that separates the Comfort Inn’s parking lot from another hotel next door appears to have been taken over as a squatter’s camp for 
homeless people.  I don’t really think of homeless people in the Minnesota suburbs, but the more our government ignores the problem, 
the more it seems to spread.  I always make a point of locking my car anyway, but of course I double-checked that I did so tonight. 
 
 I rested a bit at the hotel and then caught a bus back to Mall of America.  I had dinner at Shake Shack, the upscale burger 
emporium.  I ate at their original location in New York a few years ago.  The mall location offers none of the atmosphere, but the food is 
every bit as good.  I must say they don’t have particularly brilliant help, though.  The register clerk had to ask me how to spell “David”, 
and he couldn’t figure out how to give $6.04 in change.  (He tried counting out six one-dollar bills before realizing that was obviously 
wrong.)  Then the woman who actually gave me my food threw no less than six packets of catsup on the tray with it—even though I hadn’t 
asked for catsup, I had no fries, and there was already plenty of sauce on the burger.   
 

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 5 

Bloomington, Minnesota to Portland, Oregon 
 
 I didn’t sleep particularly well last night, which was certainly unsurprising on a travel day.  I was drowsy, but I don’t think I ever 
really slept deeply.  I’d set the alarm for 4:45, but I was up shortly before that.   
 
 Showering was kind of interesting.  One rather dubious improvement this hotel has made recently is installing a motion sensor 
on the bathroom light.  The light turns on automatically when someone enters the room (which was annoying at night), but it also turns 
off after a brief period of sensing no movement.  When I was hidden behind the shower curtain the sensor didn’t detect me, so I ended 
up mostly showering in the dark. 
 
 Check-out took a bit longer than it should have.  This is one of those hotels that has a fee for having a safe available in the room.  
Signs say that you can request the fee be refunded at check-out, and of course I wanted to do that.  I always suspect such fees are 
nothing more than profit.  It’s rare that much of anyone uses those safes, particularly on a one-night stay.  I’m sure they collect a lot of $2 
fees for doing nothing, though. 
 
 I left the hotel about 5:20 and drove over to Terminal 2 at the airport.  It was fairly easy to tell just how much travel has been hit 
by the pandemic.  There are two “value” ramps at MSP, where you park remotely and then take the train to the main terminal.  One of 
those ramps is now entirely closed, and the other is listed as 20% full.  I easily found a space on Level 2, right above the light rail station. 
 
 Standard light rail service is very sparse before 6am.  However they have a shuttle train that does nothing but run between the 
two airport terminals, and I was able to catch that one quickly. 
 
 A sign once I got to the terminal said the wait at security was less than five minutes.  It didn’t lie.  There was literally no line at 
all.  One guy checked my ID.  I gave him my passport, and he had me lower my mask below my chin so he could verify I was indeed me.  
Then he directed me to another guy who had me remove my electronics and liquids and take off my shoes.  He neglected to tell me to 
remove my belt and cap, but another man took care of that.  I stood in the “sniffer” machine.  I have no idea how those work, but fortunately 
my result came back negative.  I gathered my stuff and was on my way. 
 
 Alaska Airlines uses a single gate at MSP, but it’s just about the most convenient to security, literally just a few steps away.  
Once I located Gate E-1, I stopped briefly at a Dunkin’ Donuts, where I picked up a bacon and egg croissant, a Boston Kreme, and some 
coffee.  I then sat down at the gate and just killed a bit of time. 

 
 They began boarding at 6:50am, and they announced the door was 
closed at7:00.  It appeared to be a very empty flight.  As was supposed to 
happen with their response to COVID-19, all the middle seats were empty.  
The rows behind and in front of me were also unoccupied, and so was the 
row beside me.  While I have been on planes with the same or fewer 
passengers, it’s been quite a while since I’ve not been cramped close. 
 
 A couple of minutes after they closed the door, the captain (a 
middle-aged Latino man) came on the P.A. and announced that there would 
be a short delay.  Apparently one of the emergency slides was due for 
inspection, and we had to wait to have that paperwork taken care of.  “Airlines 
live on paperwork,” the captain said, “and so we wait.”  He implied the delay 
would be fifteen or twenty minutes and said we should make it to Seattle 
more or less on time. 
 
 While waiting to take off I got out my Kindle and began reading Mary  

 
“Selfie” in a very empty plane 

Trump’s book  Too Much and Never Enough,  which tells how our President’s personality was formed by his  dysfunctional family.    The 



account likely needs to be taken with a grain of salt, since there is obviously quite a bit of jealousy that his branch of the family became 
extremely wealthy while hers was merely well to do.  Nonetheless, it does provide a bit of background on why Donald Trump is so self-
absorbed and seems unable to feel empathy for others.  It really is quite fascinating. 
 
 Right at 8:00am they announced that we should grab out hand luggage and head back into the terminal.  The captain explained 
that while they had inspected the slide in question, there was still a problem.  The airline’s computer system in Seattle had crashed, so 
now they couldn’t record the inspection.  We had to wait until they rebooted the system before we’d have permission to proceed.   
 
 Back at the boarding gate, I kept getting updates from Alaska Airlines on the constantly changing estimates of our departure 
time.  The flight was originally scheduled for 7:30. They first changed it to 8:15 and soon after that to 9:00.  The change made for a very 
tight connection to Portland, one I’d likely not be able to make.  So I got on their cell phone app to see what my options were.  Surprisingly 
the fare class I was booked in (the only one available when I changed my plans) allowed for free same-day flight changes.  They have 
frequent flights between Seattle and Portland, so I selected one that was two hours after my original connection. 
 
 As it got closer and closer to 9:00, it became clear we’d be delayed even longer.  At 8:57 they announced that the airline’s 
computer system was back up, but in the process of re-booting they had lost records of the routine maintenance that had been done 
overnight.  So they now had to inspect the whole plane, rather than just the emergency slide.  I got more texts saying we’d be departing 
at 9:45, then 10:00, and then 9:45 again.  All through the 9:00 hour people in orange vests kept heading down the ramp between the 
plane and the gate.  They seemed to be doing a lot of work, but the delay just kept growing longer. 
 
 I rebooked again to an even later connecting flight, one that would get me into Portland mid-afternoon, about four hours later 
than was originally scheduled.  I actually preferred that arrival time, because it would allow me to head straight to the hotel.  The airline 
computers seem to prefer shorter connecting times, though, so that wasn’t available originally.  Forcing quick connections seems weird 
to me, since it just invites issues like this to come up. 
 
 It was probably good that I was proactive in rebooking my connections.  While we waited they called party after party up to the 
podium so the clerks could explain options with connections.  Some were put on later flights (like I did myself), others had itineraries 
scheduled with connections in places besides Seattle, and others had no choice but to wait for tomorrow’s connecting flight.  A woman I 
overheard was headed to Phoenix, presumably on the itinerary I had originally booked.  She was re-routed with a layover in Anchorage, 
getting into Phoenix after midnight.   
 
 At 10:05 the departure time on the cell phone app still said 10:00am.  Not long after that it changed to 11:00, and at the same 
time Alaska Airlines e-mailed me (and presumably all the other passengers) vouchers that were good for $24 in meals.   Finally at 10:40 
the captain came into the terminal and announced we had been cleared to board. 
 
 When we re-boarded the flight was significantly fuller than it was the first time around.  The middle seats were still empty, but 
now there were people in the rows in front and behind me.  I overheard the couple behind me talking, and apparently they had originally 
been booked on the afternoon flight to Seattle, but with the delay in the morning departure they’d chosen to switch to that flight because 
it better met their needs.  My bet is that several other people made that same switch. 
 
 Flight AS-515 finally pushed back from the gate at 11:07am, 3 hours and 37 minutes late.  With Delta (the main airline at MSP) 
having cut their schedule dramatically there was just a short delay with taxiing, and we were in the air at 11:20am. 
 
 In addition to having fewer passengers, there are some other changes in flying due to the coronavirus.  I had to fill out a health 
questionnaire when checking in, acknowledging that I had no symptoms of COVID-19.  This really is just a click-through screen, and I’m 
sure not everyone treats it seriously.  Hopefully it makes some passengers think, though.  Masks are mandatory throughout the airport 
and also on the plane, and everyone did have one on.  In the airport a lot of people seemed to frequently expose their noses, but on the 
plane pretty much everyone was wearing them correctly.  They modified the safety demonstration to explain that in the event of an 
emergency obviously passengers should remove their face coverings before putting the oxygen masks on.   
 
 Like all airlines, Alaska brags about how they clean the planes thoroughly between take-offs, though honestly I couldn’t really 
tell.  The plane (an Airbus A-320) was immaculate, but that’s been the case with most planes I’ve been on in recent memory.  What was 
noteworthy was that they’d removed the in-flight magazines.  The only thing in the seat pocket was the safety card. 
 
 Alaska also bragged that as of August 1 they improved their “revised” in-flight service.  From March through July the only service 
they provided was bottled water.  Even first class passengers got nothing more than that.  On the MSP—SEA flight coach passengers 
got a small bag of an interesting snack mix (like the Chinese snack crackers they sell in supermarkets, but not as spicy) and our choice 
of a single non-alcoholic beverage.  (I got a Diet Coke, which came in a 7.5-ounce bottle.)  First class passengers apparently get one of 
the snack boxes that used to be for sale in coach, plus unlimited beverages—both alcoholic and non-alcoholic. 
 
 It’s about 11:40 Mountain time as I write this, and I’m now caught up to real time.  My cell phone says it’s 12:40 and that the 
location is St. Paul.  In fact we’ve just crossed from North Dakota to Montana, so we’re making pretty reasonable time.  There was a small 
bit of bumpiness earlier, but mostly it’s been a very smooth flight.   
 
 It’s mostly been a pretty clear day, with just a bit of haze below us.  I’m in a window seat (27-A), and it’s been fun looking out at 
things.  We passed over some badlands earlier.  Now we’re over rather bleak-looking ranch land, and I think I can see the foothills of the 
Rockies ahead.  We’re following more or less the same route the Empire Builder takes on its way west, but it’s definitely nicer to make 
the trip in three hours instead of two days 



 It is really nice to have that middle seat empty.  At the moment I have my computer set on the tray for the middle seat, which is 
easier to work on than scrunched up on my own tray.  The person in front of me has reclined his seat, but with that middle seat empty 
there’s also plenty of room for me to spread out. 
 
 We crossed the Rockies and continued into the barren desert of eastern Washington.  It’s been a good forty years since I’ve 
been to eastern Washington (other than passing through at night on a train), but looking down from above, the place looked familiar.  
When I was growing up my Aunt Alaire lived out in Seattle.  We’d take almost every conceivable way of getting there, but they all 
converged in this barren region.   
 
 The scenery changed rather dramatically when we crossed the Columbia River.  Soon we were over the Cascades, and the 
mountains below us were lush and green.  Many of the mountains are snowcapped, most famously Washington’s most famous peak, Mt. 
Rainier. 
 
 The approach into Seattle was absolutely gorgeous.  Seattle often uses the nickname “Emerald City”, and it fits.  Few places 
are greener.  There’s water everywhere, so the view is lovely in every direction.  It’s also a tidy city from above, with pleasant homes and 
even commercial and industrial districts that don’t look too tacky.  It was almost disappointing when we finally touched down at the airport. 
 
 We arrived at the north satellite of Seattle Tacoma International Airport, at gate N-16.  I used the restroom and then decided to 
redeem one of those free meal vouchers for lunch.  There was a pretentious Italian place right by our arrival gate, and an individual 
Margherita pizza came to just over the $12 voucher total.  (These are airport prices, after all.)  The pizza was excellent, and it made a 
very nice lunch. 
 
 I took the underground train from the north satellite to the main terminal area, since my connection would be leaving from the C-
concourse.  Something that was immediately obvious was that people didn’t “social distance” nearly as well in Seattle as they  did in 
Minneapolis.  On the escalators in Minneapolis, people would wait for three or four steps to clear behind one person before stepping on.  
In Seattle they just piled onto the escalator like normal.  In both airports there were little circles on the floor showing where to stand while 
waiting.  In Minneapolis people carefully respected those markers, but in Seattle they didn’t seem to notice they were there.   
 
 Since I had another voucher to use, I decided to buy dinner as well.  I got a takeaway salad and some cheese curds, which took 
care of the other twelve bucks. 
 
 My connection to Portland departed from Gate C-16-E.  The far end of the C-concourse is used by Horizon Air, Alaska’s “regional 
partner”.  Horizon flies smaller planes to mostly small airports throughout the Northwest.  During the pandemic they’re flying an even 
larger share of Alaska Airlines flights.  Alaska provides a frequent shuttle service connecting Seattle with other major cities along the 
West Coast (Anchorage, Portland, San Francisco, and Los Angeles).   In normal times these shuttles are run with 737 jets, but with the 
decrease in demand they’ve switched many of those flights to prop planes flown by Horizon. 
 
 Gate C-16 is actually eight different gates (A through H) that all lead to a single ramp.  There’s a huge seating area that serves 
all those gates, and with every other seat marked off as unavailable, it was crowded even during the pandemic.  I pounced on a seat 
when a flight to Bellingham left, and I stayed there until they called boarding for Portland. 
 
 While I waited I got a text informing me that because of the delay I would be receiving a credit for a future flight on Alaska.  I 
actually still have some credit left from my original booking as well, so depending on how long it’s good for, I might be able to do another 
trip at some point.  Once things return to normal, I doubt I’ll find prices as cheap as the flights on this trip, though.  I actually paid about 
the same for parking at Minneapolis airport as I did for all the flights on this trip—and that was before the new credit was taken into 
account. 
 
 I thought while I was waiting that my computer had died.  It froze up, and when I tried to re-start it, it generated a series of errors.  
This is the third time I’ve thought the thing had died, and the other two times it came back if I gave it enough time.  This time it hadn’t 
returned to life by the time they called the flight, though. 
 
 They don’t use jetways for the small planes in Seattle.  Instead the ramp winds down and down and down, exiting to several 
doors at ground level.  They have walking routes to each plane coned off, and passengers are told which route they need to take to reach 
their destination.  Beside the steps to each plane there is a cart where standard carry-ons need to be “courtesy checked”, since there’s 
essentially no overhead space in these planes. 
 
 The plane we were on was a QR-400, which is a model I’d never heard of before.  It’s made by the Canadian company 
Bombardier, and apparently Alaska is the only airline currently using that plane.  It was obviously a very old and well-worn plane, but it 
was quite clean.  Theoretically half the seats were supposed to be unsold, but I think there were slightly more than that in use—probably 
because of people who had been rebooked after missing connections from that Minneapolis flight.   In addition to me there were at last 
eight other people on the flight to Portland who had also been on the delayed flight.  I still had no one next to me (in a 2 x 2 set-up), but 
there was a father and son sitting together in the row ahead of me. 
 
 Seattle to Portland is a very short flight.  At 32 minutes of flying time it’s about the same as Minneapolis to Mason City.  I had 
chosen to sit on the right side of the plane, hoping that might provide ocean views.  It did at the start, but mostly what I saw was suburbia.  
I knew that Seattle—Tacoma—Olympia extended through half of Washington state.  What I hadn’t realized was that not far south of there 
suburban Portland (or more properly suburban Vancouver, Washington) begins.  The approach into Portland wasn’t nearly as nice as the 
approach to Seattle, but at last it went quickly. 
 



 We arrived in Portland at 3:21pm, again at an outdoor gate.  That worked fine on a sunny summer day, but I’d hate to see those 
gates in the rainy weather the Northwest is known for.  I claimed my courtesy-checked bag and made my way inside and down the long 
C-concourse at PDX airport. 
 
 I made my way out to the airport light rail station, where my first job was to buy a ticket.  The vending machines in Portland are 
actually surprisingly easy to use, but there was one issue.  The bright sun was reflecting off the screen, making it almost impossible to 
read.  Eventually I managed to shade it sufficiently to follow the directions.  I paid $5 for a day pass and made my way to the train. 
 
 While there was a train on the platform, I had to wait more than ten minutes for it to depart.  The airport is the terminal of this 
line, and even when service is normal, trains run only every fifteen minutes.  At the moment there’s not only pandemic-related service 
cuts, but also a major construction project.  The combination makes for quite infrequent service. 
 
 I rode three stops southward from the airport.  The first served an industrial park near the airport, and the second served a big 
shopping development centered on an enormous Ikea store. The third stop (mine) was Parkrose—Sumner, which is named for the 
residential neighborhoods nearby.  The station is in the median of Interstate 205, where it intersects with old U.S. 30.  There’s a big park-
and-ride there, and buses bring commuters from all over the eastern side of Portland and from Vancouver, Washington. 
 
 I exited the train and made my way across the overpass to Sandy Boulevard, one of two streets that carry highway 30.  Just 
north of the station parking lot is a weird motel complex that would be my home for the next three nights.  I was staying at a Quality Inn, 
but that hotel shares its parking lot with a Rodeway Inn that looks nearly identical (an old ‘60s motel with exterior doors for all the rooms).  
Across the street is an Econolodge, and just to the north is a Comfort Inn.  All of these are Choice Hotels properties.  I’d chosen the 
Quality Inn mostly because it was cheap and located right next to the train station. 
 
 The sign at the entrance to the lobby proclaimed “NO MASK—NO SERVICE”.  I had been wearing my mask on the plane and 
then on the train, so I still had it on.  Weirdly, though, the clerk was not wearing a mask.  She was separated by the obligatory plexiglass 
shield, so it probably didn’t matter, but it did seem strange given that sign. 
 
 Choice Hotels had given me complimentary “diamond” status in their membership program, and because of that I received a 
complimentary upgrade at this hotel.  I was given an enormous suite that presumably was originally two large rooms.  It had a king bed 
room, a large living room, a split bathroom with a sink and large closet in one room and the toilet and tub/shower in another.  There was 
also a kitchen with a full-sized refrigerator, a second sink, a microwave, and a dishwasher.  I can’t imagine ever using the dishwasher, 
but it’s interesting that it’s here. 

 
“Seat unavailable” social distance sign 

on a Portland MAX train 
(About two-thirds of seats were blocked off.) 

  
 I settled into the room and then took the train south one more stop 
to the Gateway Transit Center.  Just east of that station is an enormous Fred 
Meyer hypermarket, and I did a bit of shopping there.  This particular Fred 
Meyer is a very weird store.  While it’s all under one roof, the groceries, 
apparel, housewares, electronics, jewelry, etc. all have their own 
paystations—sort of like you’d find in an old-fashioned department store.  
Unlike at Macy’s, though, those different departments also have alarmed 
exits, so you have to pay for your purchases in each department before you 
move on to the next.  I ended up buying some socks, some pop, and a flash 
drive for my computer (which, by the way, did come to life again), and that 
required checking out three separate times.  There was obviously some sort 
of sale going on that I was unaware of, because everything rang up for less 
than the prices that were posted in the aisles.  Without expecting it, I got 
some really good bargains. 
 
 I had another long wait for a train to get back to Parkrose—Sumner.  
I returned  to  the hotel  and  enjoyed my  salad and  cheese curds.   Then  I   

watched a bit of TV and typed on this travelogue.  It was a messed-up day, but mostly a good one. 
 

THURSDAY, AUGUST 6 

Greater Portland, Oregon 
 
 While I was up early this morning, I actually slept pretty well.  I definitely made up for the lack of sleep the previous night, though 
switching time zones made it quite early on the local clock when I awoke. 
 
 I finished off last night and began today by watching the local news on TV.  It’s fascinating just how different things can be in 
different parts of the country.  Both Oregon and Iowa are struggling with re-opening schools in the midst of the pandemic.  In Iowa, though, 
the instruction has been that schools should have in-person classes unless there are special circumstances.  In Oregon it’s just the 
opposite.  The assumption is that most schools will hold their classes online, but a few in areas where there are few or no infections might 
have in-person learning. 
 
 The weather report was interesting.  The forecast for today was for rain, which meant I wouldn’t be doing some of the hiking I’d 
planned.  Why that’s news is that it was the first measurable rain Portland had gotten in 29 days, most unusual in a place known for damp 
weather.  I could tell yesterday when I was on the train just how dry it was.  While there are green trees everywhere, the grass and 



undergrowth are all yellow.  They have wildfire warnings throughout the mountains.  The danger is apparently even worse this year 
because during the pandemic they’ve had record numbers of people camping in the national forests. 
 
 I found that because of the pandemic they’d stopped serving breakfast at this hotel.  While that was a bit annoying, I can 
understand it as a response to the virus.  Most hotel breakfast rooms are crowded in normal times, so social distancing isn’t a viable 
option.  I’m also not sure I’d want every other guest in the place pawing through the buffet ahead of me these days. 
 
 Since eating at the hotel wasn’t an option, I walked through the mist a couple blocks east to a family restaurant called Elmer’s 
that was conveniently located between the Comfort Inn and a Best Western.  They had a big banner that said “Welcome back!”, and they 
were indeed serving in the dining room.  In regular times they could probably seat about 200 in the place, and I would bet a typical “full” 
service is about half that.  Early this morning I was the third customer there, with all of us at tables for one.  A couple of small groups 
came in while I was eating, but I doubt it ever became very busy.   
 
 There were a number of COVID accommodations at Elmer’s.  You have to wear a mask to enter the place, something I think is 
true of every business in Oregon—or at least in Portland.  You can remove your mask while eating—obviously—but you need to put it on 
again to use the restroom or pay your bill.  Half the tables had “out of service” signs on them, and the booths (which is where I was sitting) 
were separated by plexiglass shields.  The staff wear both masks and plastic gloves, and they’re constantly spraying all the surfaces 
down.  The cleaning routine may be somewhat more rushed when it’s busier, but they definitely made a show of it early in the morning. 
 
 I ordered lingonberry crepes with ham and scrambled eggs, and it was an excellent choice.  The jam on the crepes was tart, 
and they had a savory cheese filling.  The ham was thick and meaty, and the eggs were perfectly cooked.  It’s one of the best breakfasts 
I’ve had in quite a while—certainly better than I’d have had at the hotel if they were serving. 
 
 I went back to the hotel and then set out for the morning.  I went over to the light rail station and almost immediately caught a 
red line train south to Gateway.  Because of the construction, I had to transfer there to a green line train that took me to Rose Quarter, 
just east of the Willamette River downtown.  The bridge over the Willamette is where most of the construction is taking place, so no trains 
are crossing it the whole month of August.  That meant I had to catch a shuttle bus that followed a different bridge across the river.  
Finding that bus was a bit of a chore, as there were no signs I could find saying where I should board.  It turned out that they had “social 
distancing” markers on the sidewalk leading all the way from the light rail station to the bus stop.  It never occurred to me to look down at 
the sidewalk to figure out where to go, though. 
 
 I ended up being the only person to board the shuttle bus at Rose Quarter, and it was kind of strange riding on an empty bus for 
five minutes or so.  The route we followed took us over the Broadway Bridge, and we ended up going right past the motel where Margaret 
and I stayed when we were in Portland at Christmas many years ago.  That place used to be an Econolodge, but now it’s a Rodeway 
Inn—not that there’s much difference I can figure out between those two chains.  Like the place I’m staying on this trip, it’s an old motel, 
but it’s been kept up reasonably well. 

 
“Trump-ville” of homeless tents on a sidewalk in downtown Portland 

 

 Something I couldn’t help but 
notice during my excursion on the 
shuttle bus was just how many 
homeless people there are in Portland.  
Homelessness is a serious problem in 
almost every American city these days, 
but it’s very much “in your face” in 
Portland.  The train mostly followed the 
corridors of I-205 and I-84, and it 
seemed like there was an encampment 
under every overpass on those 
freeways.  It’s even more prominent 
downtown, though.  There are whole 
tent cities in parks and along the 
sidewalks downtown.  I’m not exactly 
sure how you keep a pup tent erect on a 
sidewalk, but hundreds if not thousands 
of people do in Portland.  I took to calling 
the tent cities “Trump-villes” in homage 

to the Hoovervilles of the Great Depression, and they really are similar.  Unemployment is high, and—more importantly—affordable 
housing is basically nonexistent here.  I’m sure some of the homeless are substance abusers or just bums, but I got the feeling that most 
really were just down on their luck.  They don’t make the area feel unsafe, but they certainly don’t make it feel welcoming either. 
 
 I took the shuttle bus to the Old Town—Chinatown station, the other side of the bridge that is under repair.  There I caught a 
westbound train that I rode to 3rd and Morrison.  This station is quite near the Mark Hatfield Federal Courthouse that was the center of 
major protests in Portland throughout the past few weeks.  Those protests ended when the federal government agreed to withdraw what 
amounted to an occupying force from the city, but the scar will be there for quite some time.  For about five blocks in every direction all 
the windows are covered over with plywood, most of which has in turn been covered with graffiti.  The stores are mostly open, and except 
for the plywood it’s pretty much business as usual.  It certainly doesn’t look in any way normal, though. 
 
 After checking out the courthouse area I made my way to one of Portland’s big tourist icons, Voodoo Doughnuts.  I’d placed an 
order for half a dozen doughnuts online, but I still had to wait in line for about ten minutes before I could go in and pick up my order.  The 



wait in line was made a bit more lively by a scruffy man who I suspect was among the homeless who joined the line.  He grunted and 
muttered, but I think was just there to buy a doughnut. 

   
 

 

Graffiti covered boarded up 
windows in downtown Portland 

 
 It can be hard to tell who’s 
homeless and who’s not in Portland 
because a lot of the general look among 
the local residents is scruffy.  This is not 
a place where looks matter.  Casual 
dress is the norm for everyone, lots of 
people sport tattoos and piercings, and 
unkempt hair is common.  Lots of men 
have scraggly beards, which cause 
problems when they try to wear the 
mandatory face coverings. 
 
 I ended up getting half a dozen 
doughnuts, which will both serve as 
breakfast for the next couple of days and 
also treats later in the day.  You can get 
“normal” doughnuts at Voodoo (though 
all of them are impossibly large), but 
you’re supposed to order their 
specialties.  I had to get a “voodoo doll”, 
which is basically a chocolate long john 
with appendages.  It’s frosted to 
resemble a doll, a pretzel is stuck into it  

 

like a voodoo knife, and it’s filled with raspberry jam to mimic blood.  It’s 
honestly not my favorite doughnut, but it is a cute idea.  I also got the “Homer” 
(a plain raised doughnut with strawberry frosting and sprinkles resembling 
the snacks Homer Simpson dreams about), a key lime and cream-filled 
Bismarck, a bacon and maple long john, a Portland cream (which is pretty 
much identical to a Boston Kreme at Dunkin’ Donuts, but with a little smile of 
frosting atop the chocolate), and a traditional apple fritter.  They’re some of 
the most expensive doughnuts I’ve ever bought (close to three bucks each), 
but even the voodoo doll wasn’t bad, and I suspect the others will be very 
tasty. 
 
 After picking up my doughnuts, I caught bus #12 at the corner of 2nd 
Avenue and Burnside, a rather bleak corner surrounded by rescue missions.  
Nearby is a light rail stop called “Skidmore Fountain “, and while I don’t think 
the name is related, I get the feeling this area has been Portland’s Skid Row 
for quite some time.  Fortunately a bus came quickly, so I didn’t have to wait 
there long.  
 
 Because the weather was rather iffy today, I spent most of the day 
exploring by train and bus.  Portland had an extensive light rail system back 
when Margaret and I visited, but they’ve expanded it a lot since then.  Train 
lines now criss-cross downtown and extend far into the suburbs south, east,  

 
Website illustration of the voodoo doll doughnut 

and west of the city. 
 
 First I headed just a little ways south on the green line, where I had lunch at Burgerville.  This is a local chain that Margaret and 
I went to on that Christmas trip years ago.  They’re only doing take-out orders now.  You can either use their drive-through, or you can 
order online for pick-up.  Since I had no car, I chose the latter, and while they didn’t seem to expect anyone to walk up to the door, they 
were perfectly willing to give me my order.  I had a Walla Walla wonder burger, which was a cheeseburger smothered with grilled sweet 



onions.  I also got a marionberry shake.  Between that and a doughnut I probably exceeded my carb limit for the day, but it was very 
good. 
 
 While they have outdoor tables at Burgerville, there were signs saying customers were forbidden from using them during the 
pandemic.  So I walked over to the parking lot of a bowling alley next door and used the base of a lamp post for a table.  It wasn’t too 
glamorous, but it worked. 

 
Mask required sign on the door of a MAX train 

 
 I took a train back towards downtown and caught 
a new streetcar that crosses the river on a different bridge 
than the one that’s under construction.  I did a bit more 
exploring downtown, checking out some stores but not 
buying a thing.  In addition to all the graffiti, it seems as if 
every business and public building in Portland has 
commissioned some sort of art in support of the Black 
Lives Matter movement.  Some of the art is truly beautiful, 
and some of it is best described as “interesting”. 
 
 I must say that all the BLM art seems a bit much 
in a city that is quite a bit whiter than Minneapolis.  I’d 
actually say the percentage of blacks in Portland is less 
than in Des Moines.  There are black people in Portland, 
but they’re a very small minority.  Well over half the city is 
Anglo (probably closer to three-fourths), and Latinos 
(mostly Mexicans, with some Guatemalans and Peruvians) 
are by far the largest minority.  After that there’s a mixture 
of Asians, with Vietnamese probably being the largest 
group.  There’s also quite a few native Americans, and 
then—after all those other groups—are the blacks.   
 
 As a white person myself, I’ve always found the 
language of the Black Lives Matter movement hard to get 
around.   I don’t  disagree with the point  of the movement.   

It’s certainly true that police officers have abused their power badly.  Many black people have died for no good reason, and those deaths 
have far too often been ignored.  The problem is that the phrase “black lives matter” makes it seem as if black lives are the only lives that  

do matter or that they somehow matter more than other 
lives.  It’s not like the name is going to change, though, and 
again it’s the point of the movement that matters, not the 
name. 
 
 While I was downtown I went into the Tri-Met 
customer service office on Pioneer Courthouse Square.  
There was a sign outside that said they had a restroom in 
there, and I was hoping it was open.  It was, and it turned 
out to be a most unique restroom.  A prominent sign at the 
entrance to the large facility explained that the restroom 
was “available to all genders”, and there were at least two 
genders using it while I was there.  All the toilets were in 
enclosed stalls (no urinals), so there was no reason 
anyone should be concerned about privacy in that setting.  
I’ve always wondered why we always separate men’s and 
women’s rooms, invariably creating a line at one but not 
the other.  The restrooms in our homes aren’t segregated 
by sex, so why do people feel they have to do that with 
public toilets? 
 
 Pioneer Courthouse Square (still the site of the 
U.S. District Court for Oregon) has a traditional site of 
protests in since at least the ‘60s.  There was a small group 
of people marching for “black and brown rights” this 
afternoon, though if anything the area seemed more 
normal than most of downtown Portland.  
 
 An interesting sight on Pioneer Courthouse 
Square was an enormous metal structure marked as an 
enormous ballot box for use in the primary election that 
was this week.  While our President keeps railing against 
mail-in voting, Oregon has conducted all its elections 
exclusively through absentee balloting for more than a 
decade.  Every registered voter is sent a ballot,  and those 

 
Pioneer Courthouse Square – Portland, Oregon 

(An artist painted social distancing “bubbles” on the bricks.) 

 
Ballot box on Pioneer Courthouse Square 



can be returned either by mail, in person, or at one of these public ballot boxes.  Just like on any absentee ballot, the signatures have to 
match the records on file to prevent voter fraud.  They’ve had almost no problems with this type of voting, and there’s no reason to believe 
other states would have any either.  Indeed it’s been shown that there are fewer issues with fraud with absentee ballots than with voting 
in person.  While Oregon was the first, many of the Western states have switched to all-absentee voting in recent years.  That includes 
some heavily Republican states like Utah. 

 
Willamette River – Milwaukie, Oregon 

 
 I caught an orange line train downtown and rode 
south to Milwaukie, a former small town that’s now an 
upscale suburb.  There’s a nice park along the river there 
where I did a bit of hiking.  Then I went back north a bit and 
caught a bus along Holgate Avenue, a mostly residential 
street lined with modest homes from the ‘50s and ‘60s.  
Holgate reminded me of the neighborhood in Seattle 
where my Aunt Alaire used to live.   
 
 I took the bus back over to the green line, which 
runs alongside Interstate 205 down to Clackamas Town 
Center, an upscale suburban mall.  I just got on another 
train there and road back north.  The only thing that makes 
Clackamas look different than any other suburb is that—
like almost all of Portland—it’s overrun with homeless 
people. 
 
 I got dinner tonight from a place called Laughing 
Planet, a local chain of vegetarian restaurants.  Getting my 
food turned out to be a bit of a chore.  I ordered online 
through  their website,  and  I got  a  confirmation  that  the  

order went through all right.  While I was waiting for the bus to go to the restaurant, though, I got an e-mail that said there was a problem 
with the order and I should call the restaurant directly.  I did (in the process discovering that you can click on a phone number in an e-
mail and call it directly from your cell phone), and they had never even received the order.  I basically just repeated the order on the 
phone.  In the process of re-ordering my food, the bus came and went, so I had to wait for the next one—which was, of course, delayed. 
 
 Once I finally got my dinner it was very good.  I had a salad and also vegetarian chili.  I make vegetarian chili myself all the time.  
This was basically the same thing, but with fresh ingredients instead of canned ones.  The salad had a strange assortment of greens, 
together with just about every vegetable you could find in the farmer’s market. It was accompanied by a dressing made with roasted 
peppers and sumac.  I don’t think I’ve ever eaten sumac before, but it wasn’t bad.  This restaurant was also closed to eating in, but there 
was a pleasant park next door where I could sit and enjoy my dinner. 
 
 I caught a train towards downtown after dinner and this time decided to walk across the bridge that is under construction.  There’s 
a pedestrian and bicycle path at the side of the bridge that remains open during the construction.  The first part of the walk was interesting, 
particularly because the bridge is a lift bridge, and I had to wait while a boat passed beneath it.  I’ve encountered lift bridges while driving 
before, but never on foot. 
 
 When I got to the west side of the river the walk became far less pleasant.  The bridge lets out under a mess of spaghetti with 
both highway and rail overpasses.  There’s an enormous homeless camp underneath, and the tents spread out on the sidewalks of all 
the nearby streets.  I had little choice but to just plow through with confidence. 
 
 I took a bus partly back to the hotel, stopping at a convenience store (the Plaid Pantry) where I picked up some pop.  Then I 
walked about a mile along Sandy Boulevard.  This is a strange area called the Hollywood District that feels like it used to be rather rough, 
is trying to gentrify, but hasn’t really made it yet.  Something that really stood out in this area was that I passed half a dozen marijuana 
stores.  Pot is legal in Oregon, as it is in most of the western states, but prudish old me still finds it strange to see drugs for sale in places 
that look nicer than liquor stores.   
 
 I made my way back to the train and headed back to the hotel.  I watched some TV and worked on this travelogue.  Since school 
will be starting shortly after I get home, I really want to be caught up as I go through the trip. 
 

FRIDAY, AUGUST 7 

Greater Portland, Oregon 
 
 I was up early again today, though not quite so early as yesterday.  Portland is definitely not a 24/7 city, though, so it’s a good 
thing I didn’t have a lot of specific plans right away. 
 
 I had two more of the Voodoo Doughnuts and then left promptly at 7am.  I took the train downtown and then caught the streetcar 
the other direction.  Like the shuttle bus, this ran past the motel where Margaret and I stayed on our Christmas trip to Portland.  It would 
have been nice if that line had existed then.  The hotel looks much the same as it did all those years ago, but the surrounding area has 
definitely gone downhill.  I’m pretty sure on that trip there wasn’t a homeless camp behind the motel, but there is now.  What’s more the 
back side of it is sprayed with graffiti, and there’s garbage strewn about all through the street. 



 
 Once we crossed the river, the streetcar got delayed for quite a while because a truck was parked blocking our way.  The truck 
pulled forward and to the curb a bit, but the driver still had to push his mirror flush with the window of the cab to make enough room that 
we could just barely pass.  I was sitting by the window, and there was literally just an inch or two between the streetcar and the truck. 
 
 I exited the streetcar at 10th and Morrison, right by a Target store I’d been to yesterday.  When Margaret and I were here the 
same building housed a fancy department store.  It reminded me of the Carson Pirie Scott store in the Chicago loop, which is also now a 
Target. 
 
 I transferred to a blue line train and rode west to Providence Park.  This used to be a minor league baseball park, but the facility 
is now used by a professional soccer team.  I wasn’t interested in the stadium, though; it was just a convenient place to get off the train. 
 
 Providence Park is at the west edge of central Portland.  A hundred years ago this was obviously the “old money” part of town, 
and it’s still where the Catholic and Episcopal cathedrals and the “First” churches of all the mainline Protestant denominations are located.  
The neighborhood has definitely gone downhill, though.  The grand old homes have been subdivided for apartments, and many are in 
disrepair.  It was really kind of sad to see. 
 
 I stopped at a McDonalds here to get some coffee.  They didn’t allow customers to go inside the restaurant, but they’d put a 
special “walk-up” window at the front of their drive-through.  The same woman served customers both in cars and on foot.  Like far too 
many things in Portland, this McDonalds had boarded-up windows.  In fact, behind one of the boards I could see a window that had 
actually been broken.  That’s really sad.  It becomes harder to side with protesters when they become thugs. 
 
 From Providence Park I started a long, long walk that seemed to be (and actually was) almost entirely uphill.  I started by walking 
west on Salmon Avenue and Park Place, through an area that was MUCH nicer than the neighborhood around Providence Park.  This is 
much newer.  I’d bet most of it dates to the ‘40s or ‘50s, but it’s all in excellent shape.  There are immaculate single family homes with 
manicured lawns and grand apartment blocks lining both sides of the route up the hill. 
 
 My first destination was the Lewis and Clark column, which marks the entrance to Washington Park, a green space in what are 
called the Western Hills, but really are low mountains.  I spent most of the morning hiking through Washington Park, again almost entirely 
headed uphill.  In retrospect I probably should have planned my route in reverse, though again I could tell I was feeling healthier.  I didn’t 
rush, but I really wasn’t winded at all. 
 
 The next thing I saw was the Oregon Holocaust Memorial.  This is an interesting work of art.  The core is a wall with a bunch of 
“lest we forget” sort of quotes.  Much more interesting, though is that leading up to that wall they have various bronze replicas of things 
those who died in the camps might have left behind—a trunk, a violin, a book, a child’s doll, etc.  That does make things seem much more 
personal. 

 
 The main reason I’d come to Washington Park was to see my next 
destination, the International Rose Test Garden.  This is exactly what its 
name implies.  It’s an enormous botanic center where they cultivate every 
conceivable variety of rose.  Margaret and I didn’t go here in winter, but in 
summer everything was in bloom.  The flowers were probably just a bit past 
their prime, but they were still beautiful.  My favorite was a hybrid with 
blossoms that were mostly yellow, with a deep red border—something that 
reminded me of the school colors at Mt. Pleasant High School.  Another 
fascinating flower was bright orange, not a color I expect from a rose. 
 
 After wandering around the rose gardens, I followed a few of the 
trails through Washington Park.  They have a wonderful trail network.  The 
trails are rugged enough to give you a feeling of accomplishment, but easy 
enough that you don’t have to be a fitness geek to handle them.  I mostly 
followed signs for the MAX station and the zoo (which are essentially the 
same place), which mostly took me north to south through the park.  The 
directions on those signs were easy enough to follow, but the distances on 
them were totally goofed up.  I’d walk for ten minutes, and the distance to the 
MAX station was longer than it was the time before.  I can’t say for certain, 
but I think the total hike in the park was about three miles—not a huge 
amount, but again it was almost all uphill. 
 
 When I got to the MAX station (MAX, by the way, is the name of 
Portland’s light rail), I got to go down and down and down by elevator.  The 
Washington Park station is the deepest subway station west of the 
Mississippi.  Almost all of the light rail system is on the surface but they 
tunneled deep under the mountain to connect Portland in the east with 
Beaverton in the west.  In the station they have a display of fossils that were 
discovered during the tunneling, and there’s also collection of artwork that 
traces the evolution of life.  The station itself is quite an attraction. 
 
 I  actually  spent  more  time  at  Washington  Park  station  than  I’d 

 
Multi-color roses – International Rose Test Garden 

 
On a trail in Washington Park 



intended, because I forgot to “tap” my day pass on entering.  There are signs everywhere that say you must press your HOP card (I have 
no clue what “HOP” is supposed to an acronym for) each time you board a vehicle.  For the light rail that happens when you enter the 
station.  Often there are HOP machines on the platforms, but at Washington Park the only place you can tap your card is at the surface 
by the elevators.  When I realized that I had to head back up the up, and of course it was just then that a train arrived.  So I spent another 
ten minutes gawking at the fossils. 
 
 While I did very carefully tap my card every time I boarded a train or bus, I was never asked to verify that I’d paid a fare.  There 
are security officers in most of the stations in Portland, and also on about half of the trains.  They seem to be there for security, though, 
not for fare enforcement.  They may well have increased security during the protests.  The stations are among the few places in Portland 
that don’t seem to have been vandalized. 
 
 That said, there’s nothing beautiful about the trains or stations on Portland’s MAX system.  Portland is often held up as a model 
that other cities should follow with transit.  The advantage it has is that the system is very extensive.  That happened because it was built 
as cheaply as possible.  There’s absolutely nothing wrong with that, and the system they have serves the city well.  It’s utilitarian at best, 
though, and the older stations in particular need some basic maintenance.  Many of the “next train” displays don’t work, and sometimes 
the paint on the signs that tell the name of the stations is peeling off.  They do the job, but they really do look rather decrepit. 
 
 I got on a blue line train and rode a long, long way westward.  West of the tunnel the land levels off, and the train runs through 
the enormous suburbs of Beaverton and Hillsboro, places that would be major cities in their own right if they weren’t next door to something 
even larger.  Though mostly residential, Beaverton and Hillsboro are also part of what they call the “Silicon Forest”, where big tech 
companies like Intel are headquartered.  Everything here looks brand new, and it’s obviously a very wealthy area. 
 
 As I rode west I sat by a sign that highlighted the civil rights policy for Tri-Met, the company that runs Portland’s transit (so named 
because it combines the three counties of metropolitan Portland).  That such a policy would be prominently displayed seems like a very 
“Portland” thing to do.  It was interesting that the sign was written in English, Spanish, Vietnamese, Russian, Korean, and Chinese.  The 
Russian really stood out to me, since I can’t say I’ve encountered anyone in Portland who I’d suspect spoke it natively. 
 
 The announcements on buses and trains in Portland are given in English and Spanish, though in most cases the Spanish is just 
a brief summary of the English.  It intrigued me that the different lines of the light rail are sometimes called “líneas” in Spanish and at 
other times called “vías”.  I was also surprised that the orange line was called the “vía naranja”, since I always learned that “naranja” was 
the Spanish word for the fruit rather than the color orange.  I did learn that the Spanish for “face mask” is “cubrecara” (literally “cover 
face”) and “social distancing” is “distancia a los demás” (literally “distance from the others”).  Hopefully those won’t be terms I’ll need to 
continue to know. 
 
 I got off at the Orenco station, which is in Hillsboro.  This is a fascinating area that is completely new and suburban, but attempts 
to look as urban as it can.  The entire area is multi-family housing, either townhouses or apartment blocks.  Many of the apartments have 
European-style businesses on the first floor, though those seem kind of strange when they face onto wide high-speed streets. 
 
 Many of the young adults who live in these apartments are currently working from home, which is fairly easy to do in high-tech 
jobs.  There were ads everywhere catering to the needs of those who were at home, and I could see unusually many people sitting on 
their apartment balconies on a Friday afternoon.  Most of the people on the balconies had laptops with them.  Whether they were working 
or surfing the net, I don’t know, but they were on computers. 
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 I walked about a mile north from the station to a shopping center set in a manicured 
park-like area.  I stopped briefly at a Walgreens and then had lunch at a Panera.  I think Panera 
has opened all their restaurants nationwide for limited indoor dining.  This was very similar to 
one I ate at in Ames earlier this summer.  They had about half the tables blocked off, and they 
encouraged people to use their outdoor seating.  They also encouraged electronic payments 
rather than cash (though they did accept the latter). 
 
 I had chicken tortilla soup and a Thai salad.  Both were excellent.  Panera always lets 
you pick a side dish, and I invariably choose a hunk of a baguette.  That was probably a mistake 
this time.  I ate it too quickly and ended up battling hiccups for nearly half an hour.  I spent much 
of that time sitting on a park bench holding my breath.  I probably looked ridiculous, but 
eventually I got things under control. 
 
 I took a train downtown and did a bit more exploring.  I ended up by Union Station, the 
big Amtrak terminal.  The surrounding area made me very glad I hadn’t come to Portland by 
train.  It had the largest homeless encampment I’d seen anywhere in the city, with tents under 
the bridge Margaret and I used to walk to our motel that Christmas and then extending along 
the sidewalks for many blocks to the south and west. 
 

 I did some Googling and found that as of 2018 there were 14,000 homeless people in Portland, which would be more than 2% 
of the city’s population.  That’s a higher percentage than in any other American city.  Eleven thousand of those (so the vast majority) are 
considered “unsheltered”, which presumably means they’re in all those tent cities.  Most have some sort of mental disability, and most 
are also some sort of substance abusers.  In addition to the city proper, it’s estimated there are about 5,000 more homeless scattered 
throughout the suburbs.  No one seems to know why Oregon is such a magnet for homeless people, but it definitely is. 
 



 News reports I saw imply that there may be an even bigger problem with homelessness this fall.  About three-fourths of Portland 
area residents are renters, and since the pandemic unemployment in the area is now around 30%.  Portland has a higher percentage 
than most cities of low-wage service jobs, and those were the first to go with the COVID closures.  There is a freeze on evictions through 
October, but it’s expected that after that thousands of people who are unable to pay their rent will be forced onto the street.   
 
 Given the vast number of homeless people in Portland, I must say that they’re remarkably inoffensive.  Not a single person 
asked me for money, and I never really felt I needed to take any special care with my possessions.  When I had to walk past tents on the 
sidewalk, no one really seemed to care one way or another.  There are a few kooks who spout their politics with megaphones (mostly 
pro-Trump stuff), but they were easily ignored.  What can’t be ignored, though, is the enormous number of people living on the street. 
 
 I took the shuttle bus across the river and then took a train and a couple of buses through mostly residential areas on the north 
side of the city.  North Portland honestly looks kind of ratty.  There’s comparatively few homeless people here, but there’s tons of white 
trash.  Portland as a whole reminds me of a Southern city.  It’s got the downtown of a place much smaller than it is—more like Iowa City 
than Minneapolis.  Then it sprawls and sprawls and sprawls.  There are nice residential areas and the trashiest of trailer parks, tons of 
cheap-looking shopping centers, and endless metal storage buildings.  Something that’s also hard to get past are all the “no trespassing” 
signs.  They’re everywhere, on both residential and commercial property.  I suppose they’re directed at the homeless, but they give the 
place a very unwelcoming vibe.  The mountains to the east are beautiful, but the city itself is one of the ugliest I’ve been to. 
 
 While I was on the bus I got a text from Alaska Airlines reminding me to check in for my flight tomorrow.  This is one of those 
things that’s much easier to do in the 21st Century than it was in the past.  I went into their phone app, pressed a few “confirm” links, and 
that was that.  The app itself produced a QR code that serves as my boarding pass, so I could go straight to security tomorrow. 
 
 For supper tonight I went clear to the east end of the area, to around 250th Avenue in the suburb of Gresham.  I had dinner at 
Del Taco, a chain that is big in the western states but doesn’t exist at all in the Midwest.  The food there is a mixture.  You can get both 
authentic Mexican food and the sort of stuff they sell at Taco Bell.  I had both.  I had a carne asada and pollo al carbon tacos that were 
the sort of thing you could buy from a food truck in L.A.  I also got a “mini Mex” salad that was seasoned ground beef, lettuce, tortilla 
chips, cheese, and taco sauce.  All three of those were on their value menu, priced between $1 and $1.50 each.  Making them an even 
bigger bargain was that Oregon doesn’t have sales tax, so I had a hearty meal—including iced tea—for under five bucks. 
 
 I ordered in advance through Del Taco’s cell phone app.  Ordering worked well, and (unlike Burgerville) they actually let 
customers come inside the building to get their food (though you can’t eat inside).  The workers seemed pretty clueless, though, and even 
after I got there I still had to wait almost fifteen minutes.  When I did get my food, everything was hermetically sealed.  The iced tea cup 
had a big strip of tape that said “Del Taco – Safely serving you” that reminded me of those “sanitized for your protection” strips they used 
to put over toilet seats at hotels.  The food items were also sealed, and there was another seal over the bag that contained them.  That 
all struck me as overkill.  Frankly I’d care a lot more about the staff practicing normal hygiene than wasting time sealing up my food.  I 
suppose they want to make sure no one sues them if they do get sick, though. 
 
 Back at the hotel I spent quite a while doing laundry in the sink.  I’d purposely packed “silky” acrylic shirts that can drip dry fairly 
quickly.  I’d worn three sets of shirts and undershirts in Portland, and now I’ll wear them again in Seattle. 
 
 I also read through a bunch of the free papers I’d collected.  Unlike a lot of cities, Portland still has a wide range of free 
newspapers available in boxes on the street.  I never did see the city’s main paper (The Oregonian) for sale, but I picked up Willamette 
Week, the Portland Tribune, and about half a dozen neighborhood, ethnic, or lifestyle-related papers.  I always enjoy thumbing through 
such things, so it was nice to pick up a bunch of them. 
 

SATURDAY, AUGUST 8 

Portland, Oregon to Seatac, Washington 
 
 I slept in a bit later today, but it was still before seven when I got out of bed.  I finished my last doughnut (the apple fritter) and 
decided I wanted something more substantial for breakfast.  So I bought another day pass and caught the bus for a short ride west to the 
82nd & Sandy.  While out exploring earlier I’d seen a little coffee shop called the Cameo Café.  This is apparently part of a small local 
chain that looks like Waffle House reimagined by an old lady.  The walls are covered with wallpaper in a rose design, and the chairs were 
in a fancy brass wire design.  Antique artworks hung beside the tables, and the overall color scheme came across as pink and ivory.   
 
 The menu is basic diner fare, but with some regional additions—like a salmon omelet or kimchee over rice for breakfast.  I had 
a basic ham and cheese omelet, which turned out to be big and puffy.  You rarely see puffy omelets these days, and I miss them.  It came 
with hash browns and my choice of toast.  I chose rye, and it was a tasty, seedy bread.  They served it with homemade raspberry jam, 
which was delicious.  The only negative of the meal was the coffee, which was surprisingly weak—especially for something served in the 
Pacific Northwest. 
 
 Except for the “masks required for entry” sign, there wasn’t much sign of the pandemic here.  I think they’d removed some tables, 
because the place struck me as not crowded at all.  They appeared to be using all the tables that were there, but I was easily six feet 
from the next one. 
 
 The waitresses were Asian women (from the menu choices, I’d bet Korean)—one middle aged and the other twenty-ish.  They 
were almost too attentive.  The place doesn’t advertise bottomless coffee, but they should.  Every time I’d take a sip, my cup would be 
refilled. 



 
 I finished and went to the eastbound bus stop, where a well-dressed black woman was already waiting.  Like many cities, 
Portland has trackers on their buses, and you can find when the next one is coming by texting the stop number to a central locator.  I did 
that and found that the next bus wouldn’t be arriving for 26 minutes.  It was a little over a mile back to the Quality Inn, and I knew I could 
walk that before the bus would come.  It’s not a beautiful area (mostly body shops and scrap yards), but I did get in my morning exercise.  
One of the most interesting places I passed was a marijuana store with the sign “NO MASK – NO GRASS”, which made me imagine 
people trying to smoke joints with a masks on.  I made it back to the hotel before a bus passed me, and the woman at the stop must have 
gotten very bored with her wait. 

 
 I couldn’t help but notice that a plain white van was parked right 
outside my room at the Quality Inn.  That stood out, because plain white vans 
figured prominently in the federal government’s clash with protestors last 
month.  Officers without insignias on their uniforms who refused to identify 
themselves arrested protestors and placed them in unmarked white vans 
before taking them for questioning.  It’s the sort of thing you hear about when 
people “disappear” in Third World dictatorships, never to be heard from 
again.  The Portland protestors were released (in fact, apparently none of 
them were ever charged with anything), but the appearance of the whole 
thing wasn’t good. 
 
 While the protests calmed down a bit when the federal officers left, 
they are still going on.  They’re no longer centered at the federal courthouse 
downtown, but instead have been at city police stations.  The most notable 
is the eastern precinct, which is right next to a light rail station I passed 
several times on this trip.  It’s not entirely clear what they’re protesting now.  
Spokespeople (almost all of whom are young white people) say the cops are  
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bad, but they don’t offer many specific examples of why. 
 
 I suspect a lot of the protestors are among the city’s homeless and unemployed.  There’s certainly plenty of people here with 
too much time on their hands, and protesting would provide an interesting diversion for them in the evenings.  Local newscasters have 
described the protests as almost always beginning with a “party atmosphere”, though the later it gets, the more violent things turn. 
 
 I checked out of the hotel promptly at 10am and made my way to the Parkrose/Sumner Transit Center one last time.  While there 
was nothing wonderful about this hotel, it really couldn’t have been more convenient to the light rail station.  Being a Saturday, service 
was reduced even more than usual, and I had a long wait for a train this morning.  Fortunately I was in no particular hurry. 
 
 I caught a northbound train and made my way past the big shopping center and on to the airport.  There appeared to be a fair 
line at security, but it seemed longer than it was due to social distancing.  It moved quickly, and the people at security were very pleasant.  
Before long I was on the other side. 
 
 I had some time to kill, so I checked out some of the shops at the airport.  About half of them were open, though I’d estimate 
that the volume of passengers was quite a bit less than half.  I stopped at a newsstand where I picked up the daily paper from across the 
river in Vancouver, Washington (which would actually be closer to the airport than downtown Portland).  Then I went to the Made in 
Oregon store.  Margaret and I went to their original location in Old Town back in 2004.  If that location still exists, it was hidden behind 
plywood.  There was a lot of interesting stuff at the airport store, though all I actually got was an artisan chocolate bar. 
 
 Something kind of annoying about PDX airport is that they don’t have many departure screens.  In fact I saw only one bank of 
screens in the entire airport.  I suspected my flight would leave from the same remote gates where I’d arrived, so I made my way to that 
area.  Nothing was marked “Seattle”, so I asked the clerk at a desk that was designated “Redmond” (the home of Microsoft, across Lake 
Washington from Seattle).  She punched a few keys and told me I’d be leaving from C-20-A, in the same mess of tiny gates as the 
Redmond flight.  So I took a seat and got to writing on this journal again. 
 
 I used the restroom at the airport.  When I did the custodian noticed my mask and asked me if I’d gotten it from Tri-Met, the 
Portland transit company.  I didn’t.  Instead I’d bought a box of disposable masks at Walgreen’s some time ago.  Tri-Met is giving away 
masks, though.  They have boxes of disposable masks on every bus and train car, and they seem to replenish them frequently.  I saw 
people taking multiple masks while they were riding.  That’s basically a good thing with regard to the disease, but it’s got to cost Tri-Met 
a fortune. 
 
 There must have been some problem with the airport’s computers.  Not only did my flight not show on the departure board, but 
the gate clerk couldn’t get it to show on the sign by the gate either.  Several people came up to ask her if this was the right spot. 
 
 The clerk announced about half a dozen names of people who she said “should approach the podium”.  What she’d done was 
to re-seat them so that no one who wasn’t traveling together was beside another passenger.  I was not on her list because I’d purposely 
chosen a seat that was next to a blocked off seat.  Others obviously hadn’t, and it was thoughtful of her to make the changes. 
 
 There was a large number of traveling flight crew members on this flight.  They appeared in uniform and checked in at the 
podium to confirm that there was space available for them on the flight.  Some of these people were traveling to Seattle to work a different 
flight that was leaving there.  Others were traveling for personal reasons.  Flight crew can fly stand-by for free on any of their airline’s 



flights (and often on other airlines’ flights as well).  Paying customers obviously get first priority, but if there’s space (which there was on 
this flight), pilots and flight attendants can do personal travel for free. 
 
 Some of the crew members were sitting near me in the waiting area by the gate.  They were discussing upcoming furloughs 
caused by COVID-19.  The first round of government stimulus provided money for the airlines to maintain their schedules and pay their 
staff.  Those funds have expired, though, and now every airline is rapidly cutting their crews.  It’s understandable, but it does mean 
thousands more people will be unemployed. 
 
 Soon they called the flight for boarding.  This was another plane that boarded from the tarmac, and this time they actually 
scanned our boarding passes twice—once when we went through the door to head down the ramp to ground level and again just before 
we went up the steps to the plane.  These days the boarding pass is a QR code on your phone, and in the bright sunlight outside it was 
hard for the clerk to get things to scan.  Eventually mine did, though, and I boarded. 
 
 When I’d flown down to Portland they made a point of having people gate check larger carry-on bags because there would be 
extremely limited space in the overhead bins.  It was the same model of plane on the northbound flight, but this time they did not offer 
gate check.  It was good there was no one seated next to me, because I crammed my main bag under the seat in front of that empty seat 
(far exceeding the normal allowable space) and put my backpack under the seat in front of me.  Several other passengers had to do 
similar maneuvers, since only the smallest of bags would fit overhead. 
 
 This plane had two doors, and to encourage social distancing, they told people with tickets in higher rows to board via the rear.  
It amazed me how many people didn’t seem to know the difference between front and back.  People went both directions through the 
aisle and kept passing each other—exactly the opposite of what they wanted to have happen. 
 
 My seat (11-E) didn’t have much of a view, because it was right next to the engine.  That actually didn’t matter much, because 
once we left Portland we mostly looked down on clouds. 
 
 The flying time northbound is even shorter than the southbound flight, just 27 minutes.  They hadn’t served us anything flying 
from Seattle to Portland, but they actually had a beverage and snack service on the northbound flight.  We could choose water or orange 
juice as our beverage, and the snack this time was a gingerbread cookie.  There was just barely time to serve everyone and pick up the 
trash before it was time to land. 
 
 I read two more chapters of Mary Trump’s book during the flight.  Then I craned my neck to try to get a view of downtown Seattle 
as we circled around to approach the airport from the north.  We landed on time at 1:29pm, and I soon made my way into the terminal. 
 
 It was a bit of a chore locating the airport light rail station.  I knew that the light rail connected to the airport via a skywalk, but all 
the signs for “ground transportation” pointed downstairs and had pictures of buses on them.  It turned out that down was correct, as even 
the baggage claim at Seattle airport is above ground level.   
 
 Once I got to the train station I waited … and waited … and waited some more.  Like most transit systems, Seattle’s is operat ing 
on a limited schedule after COVID.  They’re also doing track construction this weekend, which means trains are running only every half 
hour.  I’d apparently just missed one, because it really was a long wait.  I got far too familiar with the robotic female voice who is the 
sound of Link Light Rail. 
 
 They have an attendant at the airport station who directs people to the proper trains.  He seemed surprised when I boarded a 
southbound train (with the destination “Angle Lake” rather than waiting even longer for the one headed to downtown Seattle.  I assured 
him it was the train I wanted, since I was heading to a hotel near Angle Lake station. 
 
 My ultimate destination was the Sleep Inn, which is actually about a ten minute walk south of Angle Lake station.  I crossed two 
busy streets and then walked south past two more stoplights.  It was an easy enough walk, though quite a bit longer than the one to my 
hotel in Portland. 
 
 When I got to the Sleep Inn there was a sign on the door that said they were closed and that all reservations had been re-
directed to a Comfort inn they said was “five minutes north”.  I had not received any notification of the change.  In fact, I’d recently gotten 
an e-mail from the Sleep Inn saying “we’re looking forward to seeing you soon”. 
 
 I must have looked rather confused, because eventually a guard (a middle-aged Mexican man) asked why I was there.  I 
explained my problem, that apparently they’d changed my reservation without telling me.  He agreed to take me to the Comfort Inn in the 
shuttle van, for which I was grateful.  I explained my situation to the clerk there.  She checked me in politely and said she’d even reduce 
my rate for my trouble. 
 
 The Comfort Inn is a perfectly pleasant hotel.  It appears to be older than the Sleep Inn, but it’s in pretty good shape.  It’s almost 
exactly the same distance from the light rail station, just north instead of south—which would have made it a long walk if the guard hadn’t 
taken me in the shuttle van.  There’s not much in the immediate neighborhood besides other hotels, but the area seems reasonably 
pleasant. 
 
 It was hot and dry when I left Potland, but it was cool and misty in Seattle, or more properly the town of Seatac.  Seatac is the 
abbreviated name of Seattle Tacoma International Airport, which is located in this suburb between the two namesake cities.  Both the 
hotels I was at and Angle Lake station are also located in Seatac, and almost 30,000 people live here too.  It’s apparently one of the most 
affordable places in the metro area. 



 
 After getting settled at the hotel I walked through heavy mist back to the Angle Lake light rail station.  I’d purposely checked 
when the departure time would be, so this time I had just a short wait.  I did, however, manage to get thoroughly soaked during that wait.  
Angle Lake station doesn’t have a real roof.  Instead it has colored metal circles that hang from wires overhead, giving the impression of 
wind chimes.  Why anyone would build a station without a roof in a wet climate, I have no clue. 
 
 While Seattle’s rail system isn’t nearly as extensive as Portland’s, the one line they do have certainly had tons of money pumped 
into it.  The stations are lavish, and the trains are sleek and quiet.  Unlike Portland, almost the entire line operates in an exclusive right of 
way.  The southern part is all elevated, and from downtown to the north end it’s underground.  The one part at ground level runs through 
the Rainier Beach area at the south end of Seattle.  There it works like most parts of the Twin Cities light rail, with computerized traffic 
lights that always give the train priority so it doesn’t slow down.   
 
 I rode the entire length of the line, all the way north to the University of Washington.  In the process I saw a lot of Seattle, and I 
could definitely tell that it’s quite a bit more prosperous overall than Portland.  There are problems here too, but I think it would be a much 
more pleasant place to live. 
 
 I went up three long escalators and arrived at the football stadium for the Washington Huskies, which happens to be named 
after Alaska Airlines.  There’s a big statue of a husky there, but otherwise there’s not much to see.  It does appear that U.W. will be having 
in-person classes this fall, since tons of students were on campus.  That’s very different than Oregon, where pretty much all the colleges 
and K-12 schools will be online. 
 
 Perhaps related to that, the people in Seattle seemed much less likely to wear masks in public than they were in Portland.  Masks 
are mandatory on transit in both cities (though a surprising number of people in Seattle exposed their noses, and in some cases their 
mouths).  They’re also mandatory in businesses, and people both places do seem to wear them indoors.  In Portland the vast majority of 
people wore masks while walking on the street, too, particularly downtown.  I’m pretty sure the law in Oregon says that masks are 
supposed to be worn if six feet of distance can’t be maintained.  I think they have that same rule in Washington, but in Seattle it seemed 
like only about half the people wore masks on the street. 
 
 I checked the time when a southbound train would be leaving and cut my walk around campus short so I could get back to the 
station in time.  This time I rode just one stop south to the Capitol Hill station.  I stopped here for more of what one of the Portland papers 
described as “protest tourism”, checking out a site of major riots.  Just south of the station is the area that throughout June was known 
as CHAZ or CHOP, the Capitol Hill Autonomous Zone or the Capitol Hill Organized Protest.  The protest covered eleven developed blocks 
and a large city park, and the pictures I’d seen of it looked much like the boarded up mess I’d seen in Portland. 

 
BEFORE:  News photo of police clearing CHOP/CHAZ in July 
(I didn’t bother taking an “after” picture, because there really  

was nothing out of the ordinary about the area.) 

 
 A month changes a lot, though.  CHAZ officially 
dissolved on July 1, and today you’d barely know the 
protests had been there.  It basically looks like a hip urban 
neighborhood.  Nothing is boarded up in the area except 
for a construction site where they’re building condos, and 
people were walking dogs and throwing frisbees in the 
park.  While there’s some graffiti in the area, it’s nothing 
more than you’d expect in any city—WAY less than almost 
anywhere in Portland.  It was almost disappointing to see 
just how ordinary the area was. 
 
 One of Seattle’s two streetcar lines ends in 
Capitol Hill.  I saw a car at a stop, and I was surprised to 
see a sign on it saying that there was no fare until further 
notice.  A lot of cities (including Seattle) banished bus fares 
during the pandemic to avoid customers having contact 
with the driver.  On Seattle’s streetcars you pay your fare 
in advance at a machine, though, so there was no farebox 
to eliminate. 
 

 Something else surprising on the Seattle streetcar was that there weren’t signs blocking off seats.  On both the light rail systems 
and on the buses and streetcars in Portland they had “don’t sit here” signage blocking off between half and two-thirds of the seats.  On 
the Seattle streetcar there were no such signs.  There were also very few seats in the car to begin with, with the cars obviously being 
intended to maximize standing room or wheelchair space.  Blocking seats off would have made for a capacity of less than ten.  They 
made announcements saying customers should “try to stay six feet apart”, but that was impossible the way the car was set up.  Almost 
every seat was full when I got on, and the rows were packed about as close as an airplane.  Fortunately things emptied out as we headed 
south. 
 
 The streetcar route ended at the south edge of downtown, near King Street Station where Amtrak stops.  From there I walked 
northward through two very different parts of downtown. 
 
 The southern part of downtown Seattle dates from the turn of the last century, and while some of the buildings are lovely works 
of architecture, the majority of them have been abandoned.  This was the one place in Seattle where I saw a homeless camp similar to 
those that are all over Portland, though this one only had about a dozen tents.  Of the places I’ve been to, it looks most like downtown St. 
Louis—a bit rough around the edges and definitely having seen its better days. 



 
 Further north is what maps call the “retail core”.  This is where actual stores are located, and it’s also where you’ll find massive 
towers that house the northwest regional headquarters of major corporations.  I’ve been through this area before, and in normal times it 
looks like a glitzy modern city.  These aren’t normal times in Seattle, though.  After CHAZ shut down, the city’s protests moved downtown.  
They’ve mostly stopped there as well, but the businesses in the area are still bunkered down for the worst—with plywood covering the 
first floor of almost every building.  Most places are open, but it can be hard to tell that at times. 

 
 The place I was hoping to go here was the downtown Seattle location of Steak 
‘n’ Shake.  I’ve been trying to use up the remnants of a gift card for ages, and since the 
nearest location to me is in Iowa City, that’s tough to do.  I had checked their website 
before this trip, and it said the Seattle location was open for dining in (something that’s 
rather unusual in Washington state).  When I got there, though, not only was there 
plywood over the doors, but there were bums sitting in front smoking on the sidewalk.  I 
have no idea why the information on their website wasn’t accurate. 
 
 I made my way to the Westlake station, which is under the north end of 
downtown.  I hadn’t checked the schedule this time, but it was only about a ten-minute 
wait before I caught a train. 
 
 Twice on the way southward fare enforcement officers checked that passengers 
had paid their fares.  There are two ways you can do that in Seattle.  You can either get 
an Orca card and tap it both when you enter and exit the system.  (Seattle fares are based 
on distance, which is why they make you tap at the exit.  Portland has a flat fare system, 
so you only need to tap when your board.)  To avoid having to tap a card all the time I 
instead downloaded their phone app, and bought a day pass—which is essentially a 
round-trip ticket between the two most distant stations.  (It costs $6.50, which is still pretty 
cheap.)  I flashed my phone at the fare officers, and they were happy.  It did intrigue me 
that Seattle did enforce its “honor system” fares, but Portland didn’t. 
 
 Since I’d had a heavy breakfast, I didn’t have lunch at all today.  Since Steak ‘n’ 
Shake was closed, I was getting quite hungry.  I ended up getting my dinner from a 7—
Eleven by the Angle Lake station, and it was a surprisingly good dinner.  I had a packaged 
chef salad, a bowl of melon chunks, and a bag of Hawaiian potato chips (which, like 
everything Hawaiian, tasted oddly sweet).  Those combined for my allotted 60 grams of 
carbohydrates, and while far from haute cuisine, it wasn’t a bad meal. 
 
 Back at the hotel I watched some TV.  One of the most interesting shows was 
Washington’s Most Wanted, a sensationalist crime show that airs on the local Fox 
channel.  They spent an hour making it seem as if Washington state was the most 
dangerous place in the world.  It did stand out that one of the crimes (the murder of a high  
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school football player for no apparent reason) took place right by the Rainier Beach light rail station I’d been past twice today.  I will say, 
though, that Seattle didn’t seem nearly as dangerous as Yakima, which according to Fox must be the crime capital of America. 
 

SUNDAY, AUGUST 9 

Seattle Area, Washington 
 
 I was up around 6:30 this morning.  The Comfort Inn--Seatac also didn’t serve breakfast due to COVID, so I gulped a bit of the 
nasty coffee from the coffee pot in my room.  Then I set out for the day. 
 

 
Angle Lake Park – Seatac, Washington 

 My first stop was right across the street from the hotel.  Angle Lake 
station is named for an actual lake, and I spent about fifteen minutes 
wandering around a nice park by the lakeshore.  The same lake, by the way, 
serves as the back yard for Alaska Airlines’ headquarters building.  The park 
was nearly empty this morning, though a couple of guys were doing some 
fishing.  One sad thing is that there was a ton of playground equipment and 
picnic tables covered over in orange plastic, forbidden from use due to the 
virus.  For about three months they’d blocked off all the playground 
equipment in Algona as well, but it’s now available to kids again.  I’m not sure 
how dangerous swings and slides are with respect to COVID-19, but I 
suppose it’s better to err on the side of safety. 
 
 From the park I walked south to a Chevron station that’s located 
right next to the light rail station.  I bought a cup of coffee there and was 
surprised to find it was really very tasty brew.  Of course this is Seattle, where 
they pride themselves on coffee.  It was definitely the best gas station coffee 
I can ever recall buying. 

 



 I took the train just a couple of stops north to Tukwila International Boulevard station.  As I got out a rather confused young man 
asked if this was the stop for the International District.  I assured him that was about half an hour further north.  The International District 
(basically Chinatown, with things like Little Saigon and Little Seoul thrown in) is just south of downtown, by the Amtrak station.  
International Boulevard is the name of state route 99 in the southern part of the Seattle area.  (It’s called Aurora Avenue in the north, a 
name I remember from when Aunt Alaire lived there.)  Tukwila is a major suburb that lies between the airport and Seattle itself.  It does 
have a rather diverse population, but it’s definitely not the International District. 
 
 As I left the station I tried to throw away my coffee cup.  Unfortunately there were literally no trash cans anywhere in the station, 
nor outside the station either.  This was something I found all over Seattle.  I suppose they want people to save their trash and recycle it 
at home, but the lack of places to dispose of it seems to instead lead to a lot of litter. 
 
 I had come to Tukwila to have breakfast.  When I’d gone past here on the train yesterday I’d noticed a place called the Pancake 
Chef near the station.  I found their website online, and it confirmed that they were open for dine-in service.  While it is quite close to the 
station, it was a bit of a chore to get there.  I had to cross two extremely busy streets and maneuver around a construction project.  I did 
eventually make it, though. 
 
 On the outside the Pancake Chef looks like a Waffle House.  It’s much larger than that once you go inside, though.  While a s ign 
said they were limited to 50% capacity, they could probably seat 100 without violating the law. 
 
 A teenaged Latina girl seated me (probably twelve feet from the nearest people, as opposed to the requisite six), and an elderly 
East European woman wearing a stereotypical “babushka” headscarf took my order.  I had ham and eggs, hash browns, and rye toast 
with raspberry jam (all excellent), plus much weaker and more stale coffee than I’d gotten at the Chevron station.  On a whim I also 
ordered a small glass of freshly squeezed orange juice (something West Coast restaurants always tout).  That’s about the worst thing I 
can have on a diabetic diet, but the combined carbs from the meal weren’t too bad. 

 
 I’d checked the schedule to see when a 
northbound train was due, but apparently there was a 
delay.  I ended up waiting almost twenty minutes on the 
platform before the next train arrived.  While I was waiting 
a train marked “out of service” headed southward, which 
made me wonder if there might have been a mechanical 
problem with the scheduled train, and this one was 
heading to the terminal to take its place. 
 
 I rode northward and got off at University Street 
(a downtown station that is distinct from the University of 
Washington station).  From there I walked a few blocks 
east on Seneca Street to a place I’d read about called 
Freeway Park.  This is exactly what its name implies.  It’s 
a park that was built on top of Interstate 5 and the approach 
ramps from there to I-90.  The interstate runs in a trench 
through downtown, and they covered over part of it and 
built a truly lovely little park.  Surprisingly it was almost free 
of bums.  There were a couple of guys sleeping on 
benches, but no tents or sleeping bags.  According to a 
feature I saw on the news, the only homeless encampment 
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in downtown Seattle is by King Street station.  I saw that yesterday, and it’s MUCH smaller than anything in Portland. 
 
 Right next to Freeway Park is the First Congregational Church of Seattle.  Being a Congregationalist myself, that of course 
caught my eye.  I couldn’t have gone to church in Seattle if I’d wanted to, since religious gatherings in Washington state are currently  
limited  to  10 or  fewer people.  It was interesting to see the building, though.  Like my church, they are a member of the United Church 
of Christ (not all Congregational churches are), and—unsurprisingly, given their location—they’re very much in the liberal wing of the 
denomination.  Three banners were placed above the door.  One said “Black lives matter”, one showed the gay pride rainbow, and one 
said “We are on the land of … (some native tribe I’d never heard of)”.   There was another sign that I would hope every Christian could 
agree with.  It said “Love your neighbor – no exception”. 
 
 Most of the rest of my day I did touristy things in Seattle.  From Freeway Park I walked down University Street, which turns into 
steps leading to the waterfront.  I spent much of the morning just wandering along the shore of Puget Sound.  They’ve built a  nice 
waterfront walkway that connects a bunch of tourist-trap attractions with the docks where cruise ships leave for Alaska.  I suspect when 
the cruise ships are running this walkway is swarming with people.  It was not at all empty today, but there were few enough people that 
I could pause where I wanted and enjoy the views. 

 
 The waterfront area is definitely the nicest part of Seattle, 
the place tourists are supposed to see.  Nothing was boarded up, 
and nothing is falling down.  No homeless people live there, 
though there are a fair number of rather annoying beggars who 
make their way there because they know tourists have money.  
(It’s the same sort of professional beggars you see on North 
Michigan Avenue in Chicago.) 
 
 The big destination you’re supposed to see in Seattle is 
Pike Place Market, and I made my way there.  The place is a 
strange combination of a European-style food market, an 
American-style farmers’ market, and a tourist trap.  While I did see 
a fish market, I didn’t see people throwing fish around like they 
show footage of on TV.  I also didn’t bother going to the original 
Starbuck’s.  It was kind of fun to wander around the market.  I 
didn’t linger, though.  Pike Place Market was by far the most 
crowded place I went on this trip, and while everybody was 
required to wear a mask, I certainly didn’t want to tempt fate. 
 
 I spent much of the late part of the morning searching for 
a toilet.  They had restrooms in the market, but they were limited 
to 2 people at a time by COVID regulations, and the line of people 
standing on six-foot-apart circles stretched on endlessly.  I next 
tried Seattle’s downtown Target store, which is quite near the 
market.  The Targets in downtown Portland and Minneapolis have 
restrooms right by their entrances, and there’s near the back of 
the downtown Target in Chicago.  I think I wandered every foot of 
every aisle on all three floors of the Seattle store, but I didn’t find 
a restroom. 
  
 My next thought was to go to the Amtrak station.  
Unfortunately the station is currently only open to ticketed 
passengers.  You have to show your ticket to a guard at the door 
to be let inside.  That’s probably because King Street Station is  
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quite near to the homeless encampment and they want to keep passengers away from the riff-raff. 
 
 I ended up actually going to that encampment to do my business.  The city has set up porta-potties (with the brand name Honey 
Bucket) in a plaza near all the tents.  While I’m sure they’re intended for the people who live in those tents, they were open to the public.  
The cabin was disgusting, but fortunately my need was for #1 as opposed to #2. 
 
 I’d read an article in one of the Portland free papers that said that one of the biggest problems COVID brought to the homeless 
was taking away most of the restrooms they used.  In the past homeless people would typically make a small purchase at a fast food 
place and then use their facilities—precisely what I often do as a tourist.  They’d also use the restrooms in libraries and other public 
buildings.  The fast food places are now take-out only, and the public buildings are mostly closed.  That leaves the homeless with very 
few options, and I could relate to their dilemma this morning.  I was glad Seattle had set up those porta-potties.  In Portland it appeared 
that the multi-gendered restroom on Pioneer Courthouse Square was one of the few places that welcomed the homeless. 
 
 Next I rode the same streetcar I’d been on yesterday, but in the opposite direction.  Strangely, I saw a person who had been on 
the same car yesterday.  That person was very recognizable, because it was a transvestite wearing denim hot pants and a pink tutu.  The 
outfit wouldn’t have looked good on anyone, but it was especially unflattering on this person’s very masculine figure. 
 
 Back in Capitol Hill I went to the original location of Amazon Go, the small chain of cashier-less grocery stores Amazon is 
experimenting in major cities.  The flagship Amazon Go is in one of many office buildings Amazon uses as their headquarters in Seattle.  



I’d been to several of the Chicago Amazon Go locations in the past, and it’s kind of fun to pick out things and “just walk out” without going 
through a check-out.  While it almost feels like stealing, they have an elaborate system of cameras and sensors that bills a credit card 
you have on file, and the system seems to be 100% accurate.  Today I bought some cheese that I’ll probably have for a snack on the 
plane.  I looked at three different brands, picking them up and putting them back.  Only the final one I took was actually billed to me. 
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 I also picked up my lunch at Amazon Go.  I bought 
a Mediterranean salad.  There was no lettuce in it, but a 
combination of peppers, cucumbers, onions, tomatoes, 
olives, and feta cheese with a light vinaigrette.  It really was 
delicious. 
 
 I made my way to the Capitol Hill light rail station.  
There were two teenagers waiting on the platform wearing 
gas masks.  I’ve seen people wearing these before during 
the pandemic, and it always strikes me as overkill. 
 I rode downtown and then did one of the ultimate 
tourist things:  I rode the monorail.  Built for the Seattle 
world’s fair back in the ‘60s, this is one of those views of 
the future that never happened.  It connects downtown with 
Seattle Center, where the space needle is.  There are only 
two stations, and there’s not really a reason most locals 
would ever use it.  It’s also pretty pricey.  I paid nearly as 
much for a round trip on the monorail as I did for my day 
pass on the light rail—and the monorail has tax on top of 
it, too. 
 
 The space needle is open, but I chose not to fork 
over thirty bucks to go up in their elevator.  Years ago when 
we visited Alaire we had brunch at their revolving 
restaurant, and that was enough for one lifetime.  Only a 
handful of people did seem to be visiting the needle.  They 
had a tape maze (with little social distancing circles, of 
course) that could accommodate a hundred or more, but 
those who wanted to could go right up and buy tickets 
immediately. 
 
 Mostly the people at Seattle Center were 
Hispanic families who were just enjoying the park.  Parents 
were pushing strollers around, and kids were frolicking on 
the grass.  It seemed like everyone was having a pleasant 
afternoon. 
 
 When I made my way back to the monorail station 
I had to wait a bit for a small army of people to clean the 
train cars.  Pairs of women went around to every seat.  One 
sprayed them with disinfectant, and the other followed with 
paper towels to dry the seats off.  They apparently do this 
after every three-minute trip, which is another thing that 
strikes me as overkill.  I guess the good thing is that they 
provided jobs to about ten people who would otherwise be 
out of work.  That must be where the six bucks I paid for 
my ticket went to. 
 
 During the pandemic you have to buy tickets on 
board the monorail.  There’s a cashier by the entrance 
door, but purchases are made using credit cards only.  This 
caused a problem for some Asian tourists who with limited 
English skills trying to communicate with a clerk who spoke 
colloquial Black English.  They first didn’t realize they 
couldn’t use cash and then had trouble figuring out how to 
run the credit card machine. 
 
 It’s interesting that while Portland often had 
signage and announcements in many language, in Seattle 
everything is in English only.  Overall Seattle struck me as 
a much more diverse city, but they don’t seem to make any  

accommodations for people who don’t speak English natively. 
 



 The downtown station for the monorail is at Westgate Center, a mostly upscale shopping mall that’s the heart of the “retail core” 
maps refer to.  The two main stores here are Nordstrom’s and Macy’s (which used be something else), but I chose to browse through 
more down-market options.  I went to Nordstrom Rack and Sak’s Off 5th, both of which are clearance centers for upscale department 
stores.  I found some of the “original” prices they had on the merchandise unbelievable.  I saw a polo shirt, for instance, that they said 
had a suggested price of $249, which they were selling for a tenth that price.  It honestly didn’t even seem worth twenty-five bucks to me.  
Most of the other “compare to” prices were similarly inflated.  I did end up buying another shirt (which was $13) and some underwear that 
was supposedly made of recycled plastic bottles, which will be my main souvenirs of this trip. 
 
 I caught a southbound rain and had an uneventful ride back to Angle Lake.  It was intriguing to see a body shop near my hotel 
with a sign that said “We’re open during state shutdown!”  Most businesses in Washington are now open, though the vast majority have 
some sort of restrictions associated with that.   
 
 Related to that, one of the stories on the TV news was about a protest over whether bowling alleys should be allowed to open.  
They’re currently allowed to operate as restaurants, but actual bowling is not allowed.  They’re arguing (and I would tend to  agree) that 
it’s easier to space out people in the bowling area than in the restaurant.  I’m not really sure why they’ve got that restriction. 
 
 Bowling allies were a side note to what is the huge story in Seattle at the moment, which is the question or defunding the police 
department.  This is another thing where the language is unfortunate.  It doesn’t mean that funding for the police will be eliminated or that 
there will be no policing in Seattle.  The proposals (which it appears will almost certainly pass) are to cut funds for certain aspects of the 
police (most notably the SWAT team) and divert them to community aid organizations.  Unlike in Portland (where pretty much everyone 
seems to be against the police), this is a very contentious debate in Seattle.  There are protestors on both sides, and posters all over 
town saying both “defund” and “defend” the police. 
 
 Getting dinner tonight was a bit of an ordeal, though to some extent I planned it that way.  I ordered online from the Tukwila 
location of Taco Time, a northwest chain that I’d previously eaten at in Canada.  The ordering process was pretty straightforward, and I 
set a pick-up time of 5:30pm. 

 
View of Mt. Rainier from a light rail train, near Angle Lake station 

 
 About a quarter to five I walked 
down to the light rail station, so I could 
be there in time for the 5:00 departure.  I 
rode up to Tukwila International 
Boulevard, and then had a short walk to 
Taco Time, which is about a block north 
of the Pancake Chef.  When I got there, 
though, the doors were closed and 
locked.  I called their number and told 
them I was I was there to pick up an 
order and stressing that I was on foot.  
They had me walk through the drive-
through.  I did that, positioning myself 
behind two cars that were in line.  I felt 
ridiculous, but I did get my order 
efficiently. 
  

One of the things I ordered was a quesadilla.  Since it was best consumed warm, I ate it while I was walking back to the station.  
There was another long wait for a train, so it would have been ice cold if I’d waited until I was back at the hotel.  The other item was a 
“low carb bowl” (chicken, black beans, corn, cabbage slaw, onions, peppers, and cilantro with sour cream and hot sauce).  The 
temperature of that didn’t really matter, so I waited and had it back at the hotel.  It was really very good, and the overall meal seemed 
worth the eight bucks I spent. 
 
 By the way, as a strange side note, when I typed the word “taco” from Taco Time into Google Keep, the app on my phone that 
I use to make an outline for this travelogue, it auto-corrected to an emoji of a taco.  There are other things it tries to do that for, but I 
thought the taco was particularly amusing.  I didn’t even know such a thing as a taco emoji existed.  That same emoji is apparently part 
of a font that’s built into Windows (Segoe UI), so I’ve inserted it here: 

 

MONDAY, AUGUST 10 

Seatac, Washington to Bloomington, Minnesota 
 
 My alarm woke me up this morning.  I think it’s the first time on this trip that’s happened.  I’d set the alarm for six, and I probably 
could have slept another hour comfortably.  I had a morning flight, though, so I had to get out of bed. 
 



 After showering I walked back to the Chevron station and got some more of their good coffee.  I also picked up a Jimmy Dean 
ham and cheese croissant.  It tasted like it had been in the warming oven for a week, but at least it was something for breakfast.  There 
weren’t any restaurants close to the Comfort inn—just other hotels and the Alaska Airlines headquarters—so a gas station sandwich was 
the best I could do. 
 
 While I was getting my breakfast I passed a bus stop for the King County Metro’s A-line Rapid Ride.  If I’d wanted to save a few 
bucks, I could have taken buses throughout my time in Seattle.  Like the streetcar, King County buses are free due to COVID-19.  Today, 
though, I saw a good reason for not doing that.  A bus passed the stop without stopping, with “BUS FULL” flashing on its digital sign.  
When I returned from the Chevron station another bus passed with the same message.  Those buses weren’t truly full, but they’d reached 
their allowed capacity under virus restrictions.  Unlike the streetcar, they don’t seem to stretch those on the bus—probably because it’s 
easier for the driver to see how many people are on board.  The same woman was waiting at the stop as both buses passed without 
stopping.  I have no idea how much longer she had to wait. 
 
 While the trains had about half the seats blocked off, they never seemed to be completely full—even with service only every half 
hour.  That’s probably because they were had three double-sized cars on each train, which completely filled the length of the platforms.  
Things may be more crowded at rush hour, but presumably they run the trains more frequently than they did on a Sunday while they were 
doing construction. 
 
 When I got back to the hotel the main door to the lobby was locked, and I had to use my room key to open it.  I’ve seen that in 
the wee hours before, but it seemed a bit strange in daylight.  The area around the hotel didn’t seem at all unsafe, so I have no idea why 
they felt they needed extra security. 
 
 There were more protest stories on the morning TV news.  Something that stood out was that they’d was that there had been 
vandalism in the Capitol Hill area overnight.  They showed scenes of broken windows at the Amazon Go store I’d been to yesterday.  I’d 
noticed yesterday that almost all of the first floor of that building was covered in plywood (a familiar sight on this trip), the only exception 
being the entrance to Amazon Go.  I suppose after today that will also be covered. 
 
 I finished packing up my stuff and made my way down to the lobby.  At check-out I found that they had indeed reduced the rate 
by $7 a night.  There was, however, another safe fee that I had to ask to have removed.  It would be fascinating to know just how much 
money hotels collect through those useless “opt-out” fees every year. 
 
 Strangely, all the paperwork I got regarding this hotel stay said “Sleep Inn” on it, and after the trip I got a request from Choice 
asking me to review the Sleep Inn.  Their computers must have never known I was forced to change hotels. 
 
 I had arranged yesterday to take the hotel shuttle to the airport.  I was the first on the list for the 7:40 shuttle, but a lot of other 
people made the same arrangement.  In the end there were nine passengers, plus the driver crammed into the van.  I’m sure that violates 
social distancing guidelines, but at least everyone was wearing a mask. 
 
 While it’s sort of a straight shot from the hotel to the airport, it appears to be set up so you can’t get there from here.  We first 
headed south on International Boulevard and then made a U-turn to head back north again.  (U-turns, by the way, seem to be very 
commonplace in the Seattle area.)  We passed the airport and were almost at the Tukwila light rail station when we turned around and 
headed back south again—all the time following “to terminal” signs.  We finally ended up on Level 2 of a parking ramp, right beneath the 
airport light rail station.  I think the route is more direct coming from the north (i.e., from Seattle), but it’s really weird approaching from the 
south. 
 
 I made my way into the terminal and was pleased to see a sign that said that the wait at all the security lanes was less than five 
minutes.  The line did indeed move quickly, though the security process was rather confused.  Different official people gave directions 
that contradicted each other, and they insisted on spreading possessions out to the point that mine required four different bins.  I was told 
to keep my belt on, which in turn set off the metal detector, but after they checked things I made it through without any further incidents. 
 
 My gate (D-3) was just steps from the security area.  I noted where it was and then walked around to see if I could either find 
something more substantial for breakfast or a newspaper to kill my waiting time.  I found neither of those.  The shopping and dining 
options on Concourse D at the Seattle airport are extremely limited.  In fact, Concourse C appears to be the only place that really has 
much to offer.  The only restaurant nearby served Polynesian food, and rice for breakfast didn’t tempt me.  There was a Hudson News 
outlet, but they had literally no newspapers for sale.  I suppose that’s a sign of the electronic age. 
 
 When I took a seat at the gate there were a couple of black teenagers seated in an empty area on the floor nearby.  They stood 
out because they wore bright red shirts that said “BLACK LIVES MAGA – TRUMP 2020”.  I can’t say that it was surprising to see a Trump 
motto that would make fun of the Black Lives Matter movement, but I can’t imagine what these kids see in the man. 
 
 While I was waiting, I was surprised to hear my name called to the approach the podium.  The clerk (a middle-aged Hispanic 
woman) told me she had re-assigned my seat so that a family could sit together.  While I wasn’t thrilled with changing a seat I’d carefully 
chosen to be as far from others as possible, I did understand her reason.  I’d been moved from 25-F to 18-F.  As it turned out I still had a 
full row to myself, though both behind me and across the aisle the middle seats were in use with groups of three travelling together. 
 
 This flight seemed fuller than the westbound one.  It was still less than two-thirds full, but it was close to that cut-off.  The airlines 
have cut tons of flights due to reduced demand, but they do of course want to put as many people as they can into the planes that are 
flying. 
 



 They began boarding our flight promptly at 9am.  Because of COVID Alaska is now boarding from the rear of the cabin forward.  
That used to be the standard policy on Northwest Airlines, and it always seemed sensible to me.  These days, though, most airlines 
basically board in order of the price of your ticket; those who pay the most board first and those who pay the least board at the end and 
are stuck with little if any overhead space for their bags.  Boarding back to front is sensible, because there are fewer bottlenecks that 
occur when people try to pass in a crowded aisle.  I really wish all the airlines would go to that permanently. 
 
 They do, of course, still let first class passengers board early.  The other big group they mention in “pre-boarding” is the Million 
Mile Club, people who have accumulated a million frequent flyer miles on Alaska Airlines.  I’d read about the club before.  Most of the 
members are Alaska residents who accumulate miles quickly simply because a round-trip to the Lower 48 is a minimum of 5,000 miles.  
Even flying between destinations in the state, the miles add up fast. 
 
 The other change in boarding procedures due to the pandemic is that each customer has to scan his own boarding pass rather 
than giving the pass to a gate agent to scan.  That actually slows things down a bit, because the passengers are much less adept at 
working the scanners than the clerks. 
 
 I initially sat in the wrong row (19, rather than 18) and had to move when an elderly woman came to take her seat.  My seat 
ended up being right over the wing.  It was stable and comfortable, and we had some beautiful views out the window.   
 
 We finished boarding at about 9:20, and they closed the door at 9:25.  They did the safety demo right after that, but then there 
was a fairly long wait.  I was afraid we might have a repeat of the westbound delays, but at 9:40 (actually five minutes ahead of our 
scheduled departure) we pushed back from the gate. 
 
 We had an all-male cabin crew on this flight, which struck me as unusual.  It was the same drinks and cracker service we had 
on the westbound flight.  I’d think flight attendants must be rather bored these days, because there just isn’t much for them to do. 
 
 I quickly finished the rest of Mary Trump’s book.  I thought it would take longer to finish than it did, because when we took off 
my Kindle said I’d finished 65% of the book.  It turned out that much of what was left was bibliography, credits, about the author, and the 
like.  By the time I got to 75% I was in the epilogue.  I noted earlier that her opinions are almost certainly biased, but the book does provide 
a fascinating insight into a very strange family. 
 
 I used the restroom during this flight, as much to see if there were any changes due to COVID as anything.  There weren’t.  It 
was actually a comparatively large airplane restroom, but it was just a toilet, a sink with a faucet on a timer, and liquid hand soap—the 
standard amenities. 
 
 The flight seemed to go past very quickly.  It is slightly shorter eastbound, 2 hours and 50 minutes total, but it really didn’t seem 
that long.  I worked on adding to this travelogue, and when I looked up we were two-thirds of the way across North Dakota.  Before much 
longer it we were circling over the Twin Cities so we could approach the airport from the south. 
 
 We landed about twenty minutes early, and we essentially just pulled from the end of the runway straight into the gate—hardly 
any taxiing at all.  It was a long walk down to the tram that took me to the light rail station, but I got there before we were supposed to 
land. 
 
 While I was waiting for the train to take me to the remote parking ramp, I got a text from my brother John telling me my Aunt 
Alaire had died this morning.  She had been quite sick and was put in a nursing home shortly before I left on this trip.  We had tried to 
visit her, but they had placed her in a COVID quarantine and allowed no visitors.  It is kind of fitting that she should die right as I was 
returning from Seattle, her old stomping grounds. 
 
 I got to my car easily enough, but leaving the parking ramp was another matter.  I’d prepaid for my parking online, and I entered 
by scanning a QR code that I’d printed out with my confirmation.  I was supposed to scan that code again to exit.  I did so, and the 
machine spit out a receipt.  Unfortunately the gate didn’t open.  I tried scanning it again, and still nothing opened.  I then tried inserting 
the receipt card into a card reader on the machine, and it just spit it out again.  Eventually I called the number on my conf irmation.  The 
woman who answered had a heavy accent (I think a recent immigrant from Africa or the Caribbean).  She first asked me to read off my 
confirmation code to confirm I actually had prepaid for my parking.  Once she clarified that I was on the up and up, she told me to scan 
the code again.  I did, but still nothing happened.  She suggested I raise the brightness on my phone and seemed surprised when I told 
her I’d printed the confirmation on a piece of paper.  She suggested I should just keep scanning it.  I did, and—I guess fortunately—after 
about the twentieth time (literally), the gate opened.  What was really fortunate was that there were few enough people leaving the ramp 
that I hadn’t created a bottleneck behind me. 
 
 I’d made another reservation at the Comfort Inn—MSP Airport, though this likely will be the last time I stay there.  I read an 
article that said that the Metro Council had leased a bunch of hotel rooms to house people who had been evicted from their homes due 
to COVID, and I suspect this is one of the hotels they are using for that purpose.  I don’t disagree with helping people in that way, but it 
does mean that there are a ton of marginal people mixing with the regular guests.  I think the people I thought were homeless when I was 
here last time were actually staying at the hotel and just using the parking lot as their back yard.  I really think they’d do better to just 
lease the whole place instead of having both regular and charity guests together—particularly when the regular guests have no clue what 
they’re getting into when booking. 
 
 When I went to check in both of the desk clerks were on their cell phones, and they seemed to be terribly bothered to have to 
leave their personal conversations to deal with a guest.  The woman who did finally check me in gave me two keys, and I went up to my 
room on the fifth floor.  I tried a key, and the lock flashed with red and green lights (normally it should just be green) and didn’t unlock.  I 



tried that key again, and then I tried the other key.  The same thing happened each time.  So I went down to the desk and dealt with the 
other clerk, who was equally indifferent.  She scolded me and said I shouldn’t put my key card near a cell phone.  I hadn’t done that.  In 
fact, the cards had been in my hand from the time I got them until I went to the fifth floor.  She groaned and re-programmed the keys, and 
I made my way back upstairs.  The exact same thing happened again—red and green flashing lights, but the keys wouldn’t unlock.  I 
went back down to the desk and again explained that the lock wasn’t working.  Both girls seemed extremely put out, but they called the 
maintenance man and—more importantly—re-assigned my room.  The keys to the new room worked fine, thank goodness. 
 
 As I was opening my second room there was loud yelling down the hall.  Someone (I suspect one of the charity guests) was 
screaming at his wife or girlfriend, calling her any number of obscenities.  She returned the favor.  Fortunately things settled down a bit 
after that. 
 
 I left the hotel at 4:15 and took transit over to St. Paul, going the long way via downtown Minneapolis.  On my way over there I 
saw that there were tents of homeless encampments in the Twin Cities, too.  I saw just a couple, placed on embankments at the side of 
the interstates.  This is a problem we really need to deal with as a country. 
 
 I also saw another thing that made the Twin Cities seem like the cities I’d just come from.  A Walgreens I’ve gone to many times 
at 46th and Hiawatha was covered over with plywood.  The actual store was completely closed, but they were running a temporary “mobile 
pharmacy” from what looked like a shipping container they’d set up in the parking lot.  I have no idea what was going on there.  It could 
be something as innocent as a bad storm, but it could just as easily have been looting.  I can understand why people protest, but I can’t 
understand why they loot and vandalize things. 
 
 Something that I don’t think was at all related to protests but stood out as strange was that they were doing repairs on the side 
of the new Vikings stadium.  The place they were working was very high up in the building, which is why I don’t think it’s related to the 
recent unrest.  What’s weird, though, is that the stadium is only four years old.  I’d hope the designers kept the Minnesota climate in mind, 
because it definitely should last better than that. 
 
 I transferred to a green line train by the Vikings stadium.  Shortly after I boarded some police officers boarded, and I got out my 
phone to show I’d paid my fare.  They weren’t interested in fare enforcement, though.  They were instead checking that all the passengers 
were wearing masks.  Three people in my car weren’t, all of them young black men.  They all had masks with them and put them on for 
the time the officers were in the car.  As soon as they left, though, their masks came off.  Of the places I’ve been on this trip, Minnesota 
is definitely the most lax when it comes to wearing face coverings.  Not only do a lot of people either not wear them or expose their noses, 
but there are also fewer actual masks and more scarves and bandanas that really don’t have much effect in stopping the spread of virus 
droplets. 
 
 I went to St. Paul to pick up some groceries at Aldi.  I could just as easily stop in Mason City on my way home, but I had the time 
tonight, and it gave me an excuse to travel around the Cities.  I was also planning to have dinner in St. Paul, either at a White Castle or 
a Popeye’s, both of which are right by Aldi.  Unfortunately both only had their drive-through windows open, so they lost my business.  
They probably lost a lot of other people’s business as well, since the area is rather transit dependent. 
 
 I’m not sure why so many fast food restaurants have gone drive-through only.  Places like Panera block off tables and make 
sure someone cleans after every customer.  Fast food places could easily do the same thing, but for some reason most have chosen to 
just lock their doors instead. 
 
 I ended up having dinner at a Five Guys on Ford Parkway at the south end of St. Paul.  I knew they would have to have their 
counter open, because the place is in the middle of a strip mall and doesn’t have a drive-through.  They didn’t have any indoor seating, 
but there were three tables outdoors where customers could eat.  I like Five Guys burgers.  They’re overpriced (even for the “little” burger, 
which is what I got), but they are tasty. 
 
 Service at this Five Guys was incredibly slow.  It took more than fifteen minutes before I finally got my food.  By the time I’d 
finished, transit had shifted to an evening schedule, so it was nearly an hour later by the time I finally got back to the hotel. 
 

TUESDAY, AUGUST 11 

Bloomington, Minnesota to Algona, Iowa 
 
 When I stayed at the Comfort Inn at the start of this trip they told me that breakfast would be served from 6 – 10am, Either that 
changed in the past week, or the clerk who told me that was mistaken, because this morning the breakfast room was locked.  That, of 
course, added to my poor opinion of the hotel. 
 
 I packed up the car and checked out of the hotel.  The girl who checked me out was just as indifferent as those who had checked 
me in, but at least she was willing to remove the stupid safe fee. 
 
 I decided to have breakfast at an IHOP across from Mall of America.  I ate there years ago while staying at a Days Inn that no 
longer exists, and I figured they’d probably have their dining room open.  IHOP also brought back memories of Aunt Alaire, who I 
remember taking us to eat at what then had the lengthy name International House of Pancakes. 
 

The dining room was open at IHOP, though eating there turned out to be both strange and expensive.    When I entered there 
was only one other customer in the place.  Two others showed up while I was eating, but there were still more waitstaff than guests.  Mind 



you, the employees didn’t seem to be doing much other than gossiping.  I had to specifically corner my waitress and ask to have my 
coffee refilled.  She could take lessons from the Cameo Café in Portland. 
 
 After seating me at one of the few booths that didn’t have a big duct tape “X” over it, the waitress explained that because of 
COVID they’d instituted a new system where I was supposed to scan a QR code with my phone to see the menu.  I’d left my phone in 
the car, so I ran out to get it (though I honestly don’t know if it can scan QR codes or not).  By the time I’d returned, the waitress had put 
a disposable placemat on the table that had the menu printed on it (though she’d turned it so the lunch side was facing up).  Why she 
didn’t just put the menu there to begin with, I have no clue. 
 
 IHOP has supposedly “simplified” their menu choices, though I can’t say I was terribly thrilled with the choices they’d kept on the 
pared down menu.  I wanted the same sort of eggs and meat breakfast I’d had in Portland and Seattle, but that really wasn’t an option 
here.  Since this is supposed to be the International House of Pancakes, I decided to choose just about the only international option on 
their menu:  Mexican tres leches pancakes priced at $11.99.  I also ordered a side of ham, because I wanted something other than carbs.  
A tiny slice of formed boneless ham that they appeared to have microwaved set me back an additional $5.39, and the coffee was another 
$2.99.  That makes more than twenty bucks, plus tax and tip, for a rather chintzy breakfast. 
 
 The tres leches pancakes were good, but I wouldn’t order them again.  In addition to being a poor choice for a diabetic, they 
really weren’t anything special.  They were standard pancakes topped with a vanilla cream sauce and a tiny dab of dulce de leche.  I 
could pretend there were dos leches there, but not tres.  The vanilla and caramel sauces made the pancakes too sweet, though I was 
also given a huge cup of fake maple syrup that I could have drowned the pancakes in had I wanted even more sugar. 
 
 While I was eating several people came to get “to go” orders, and the staff seemed very clueless in serving them.  There didn’t 
seem to be good communication between the kitchen staff (who appeared to primarily speak Spanish) and the waitstaff (who were mostly 
middle-aged Anglo women).  This resulted in long waits for the people who had ordered ahead and at least one order being returned 
because it was somehow wrong. 
 
 The waitress did not like the fact that I paid cash, which I had partly done so I could have some small bills to tip her.  She 
appeared to be quite a germophobe and literally sprayed the twenty and ten I gave her with disinfectant before putting them in the register.  
The five I got in return was normal, but the ones I received (which became her tip) were already wet, presumably having been sprayed 
earlier.  She also shorted me a penny in the change (which should have been $8.01), not that I really cared. 
 
 I used the restroom before I left IHOP, though that turned out to be a mistake.  Someone had thrown a roll of toilet paper into 
the stool in the men’s room, and what was in there with that roll was more than just water.  I used the urinal, which wasn’t a whole lot 
cleaner.  I’m not a great germophobe myself, but I did make a point of washing my hands before I left. 

 
Yard sign on Midway Boulevard– St. Paul 

 
 On a whim I’d decided that today I’d make one last excursion of the 
trip.  I saw a sign somewhere that noted that the Como Park Zoo in St. Paul 
was open for limited visitors with timed tickets, and when I checked online I 
found that they had exactly one opening available at 10:00 this morning.  So 
I snapped up that ticket and added the zoo to the list of places I’d go on this 
trip.  (By the way, the much larger Minnesota Zoo in Apple Valley is also 
open.  It charges $27, though, while Como is technically free but has a 
“suggested donation” of three bucks.) 
 
 To get to the zoo, I first drove to the 28th Avenue park and ride.  I 
took a train, then a bus, and then walked.  It’s a sign of the times that I was 
traveling at rush hour, but the train I boarded was close to empty.  The bus 
had a few more people on it, but it still was easy to keep socially distanced. 
 
 My walk was about a mile in length, from the corner of Snelling and 
Como, where the A-line express bus lets off to the entrance to the zoo.  Most 
of that was down a lovely boulevard called Midway that I think was modeled 
on the Midway that is the heart of the University of Chicago campus.  St. 
Paul’s Midway is a beautiful residential neighborhood.  It’s obviously wealthy, 
but also quite diverse—with white, black, and Asian residents.  The homes 
range from huge Victorians to modest bungalows, but all are immaculately 
maintained.  They have beautiful gardens, and there are no fences or walls 
to spoil the view of the tidy yards.  The wide median of the boulevard is filled 
with trees, making the whole street seem almost like a park.  It was really a 
pleasure to walk here. 
 
 This is unquestionably a very liberal neighborhood politically, which 
was certainly no surprise in St. Paul.  Many homes had Biden signs, and one 
had a sign that played off the old drunk driving commercials and said “Friends  

don’t let friends vote for Trump”.  Several homes had yard signs that gave a Christian undertone to that message, including the same  
“Love thy neighbor” message I’d seen in Seattle.  That message fits right in with how I try to live my own life, so it was easy to feel at 
home here. 
 
 



 I got to Como Park about half an hour before the 
zoo’s 10:00 opening time, so I killed some time by hiking 
on trails in the park.  I’d been to the zoo before, but I never 
really saw the park.  It’s a nice city park, one I might come 
back and check out again at some point. 
 
 I checked in at the entrance, gave my $3 
donation, and then spent about an hour exploring the zoo.  
They had a one-way path set up that covered almost all 
the animals as well as the adjacent botanical center.  They 
did about as good a job as they could of letting visitors see 
as much as they could without back-tracking.  There were 
reminders of the direction to go at every turn, and even 
more frequently they had signs saying to keep six feet 
apart, with illustrations showing how six feet compared to 
the size of various animals.  There were also signs 
reminding guests that masks were mandatory with 
drawings of different animals wearing masks.  It was a cute 
and inoffensive way to remind people of the rule. 
 
 I think I saw all but two of the possible animals.  I 
didn’t see the lions or the tortoises.  The latter was kind of 
surprising, because they’re usually pretty easy to spot in 
zoos.  I’m pretty sure the lions had gone inside where it 
was cool, and I can’t say I blame them. 
 

The last item on the one-way tour was the 
Japanese garden that is part of their botanic center.  It’s 
interesting that this was donated by the city of Nagasaki, 
which is a sister city of St. Paul.  Earlier this week I’d seen 
a news story that commemorated the 75th anniversary of 
the bombing of Nagasaki and the end of World War II.  It’s 
almost impossible to believe it was that long ago.  
Sometimes it seems like just yesterday that Paul and I saw 
“40 years of peace” signs in Russia.  My students find it 
hard to believe that my father was a World War II veteran, 
because they think of the war as ancient history.  A few of 
them  have  grandparents  who  served  in  Vietnam.   For  

 
Social distance sign – Como Park Zoo 

most, though, if there are veterans in the family, they served somewhere in the Middle East.  Almost all the World War II veterans have 
died now, and in fact Aunt Alaire was one of the last people around who came of age during the war.  It’s kind of sad to see that “greatest 
generation” come to an end. 
 

I re-traced my steps back to the Snelling and Como bus stop and rode down to 46th Street in Minneapolis.  I had lunch at a 
Burger King that is across from the boarded-up Walgreen’s I mentioned earlier.  I was pleased to find that they actually had their dining 
room open.  They’d marked off two-thirds of the tables as unusable, even though there are high walls between their booths that would do 
a pretty good job of blocking germs.  The other big change was that they’d shut off their self-serve pop machine, so all drinks had to be 
ordered from the counter with no refills.  Masks were required to enter, but I could take mine off while eating.  I had a salad for lunch, 
which hopefully balanced out the high-carb breakfast. 

 
I rode back to the park-and-ride and then drove down Interstate 35.  My only stop on the way home was in Clear Lake, where I 

bought gas.  There’s a new Kwik Star convenience store there, and its opening had started a gas war.  I ended up paying just $1.539 
today.  That’s about half the standard price of gas in Seattle and about 50¢ cheaper than it was in the Twin Cities—or in Algona, for that 
matter. 

 
I got home about 3:30, and quickly unpacked and checked through my mail.  This trip will have to come to an abrupt end, 

because meetings for school are starting early this year as we get ready for just about anything to happen this fall.  We already had one 
special class before I left, and there’s two more meetings later this week.  Then next week starts the usual beginning of the year in-
service. 

 

A FEW QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 
 

It’s been a while since I ended one of my travelogues with a Q & A, but it seems kind of appropriate for this trip.  So here we go? 
 
HOW WAS IT TO TRAVEL DURING THE PANDEMIC? 
 
 Strange, but mostly enjoyable.  Alaska Airlines went out of their way to be accommodating to passengers and make them feel 
safe and comfortable.  They have detailed information on their website about the extensive cleaning that they do between flights—far 
more than the quick wipe down that used to happen.  That’s reflected in the fact that in the past they’d turn planes around in about forty-



five minutes, but now they schedule about three hours between when a plane lands and when it takes off again.  They are keeping at 
least one-third of all seats unsold.  In most cases that means the middle seats, though they do let families traveling together sit as a group 
if they want.  It appears they’ll still be blocking off the middle seats through the end of the year.  Having so few people on the planes was 
probably my favorite thing about traveling this year. 
 

Most of the transit companies also physically blocked certain seats.  (The Twin Cities didn’t, nor did the streetcar in Seattle.)  
They also have extensive cleaning programs.  Typically when a train or bus reaches the terminal, it gets wiped down with a sanitizing 
solution, and an even more thorough disinfectant routine happens overnight.  The stations and bus stops did not strike me as particularly 
different than normal, though.  If I were to worry about catching COVID-19 anywhere, it would have been on transit.  In most cases, 
though, people were distanced well enough that it shouldn’t have been a problem.  It also helps that people come and go on transit, so 
you’re generally not in close contact with any one person for that fifteen minutes that they say is the critical time. 
 

I’d gotten lots of e-mails from Choice Hotels bragging about their thorough cleaning routines in response to COVID.  I really can’t 
say I noticed much that was different in terms of cleanliness or housekeeping, though.  All the hotel rooms I used seemed perfectly clean, 
but that’s how I expect them to be.  They didn’t reek of disinfectant (something I associate with cheap places like Motel 6), and there was 
nothing in the rooms that suggested there was any more than usual cleaning.  Like almost every business in the country, the hotels had 
all installed plastic shields at their front desks.  While I know this is to protect from the virus, I must say that it makes the place seem like 
a crime-prevention feature.  Before COVID the only places you saw plexiglass cages were convenience stores in bad neighborhoods.  In 
the credit card era hotels have little if any cash on hand, so I doubt they’re big armed robbery targets.  Those shields make it seem like 
they are, though. 
 

The thing that was most different about traveling during COVID was finding places to eat.  I’m used to just seeing a place that 
looks good, going in, and having lunch.  For every single meal on this trip I had to think carefully and plan ahead.  A lot of times I’d have 
a “Plan B” in the back of my head if the first option didn’t work out.  t caught me by surprise that none of the hotels served breakfast.  
(They also had closed down their pools and fitness centers, but I didn’t care about those.)  Finding dine-in places for breakfast was 
comparatively easy, though.  Lunch and dinner were harder.  All the expensive restaurants had their dining rooms open, but only a handful 
of cheaper places did.  A lot of the fast food places wouldn’t even let you order if you didn’t have a car.  I ordered several meals ahead of 
time online.  That worked, though the experience of picking up the orders varied a lot.  Then once I did have my food, it could be a 
challenge to find a place to eat it.  The restaurants were all pushing delivery.  I’ve never done that in my life, though, so I didn’t even 
consider it on this trip. 

 
Another challenge was finding a restroom, because many of the places I’d expect to have toilets available (convenience stores, 

for instance) had closed them to the public due to the virus.  I ended up using the restroom at every opportunity I got and being a bit less 
choosy than I otherwise might be. 
 
DID THE PROTESTS AFFECT YOUR TRIP? 
 
 Though not directly, yes there was a definite effect.  All three of the places I visited were far from looking their best.  I’ve never 
seen so many boarded-up buildings as I did in Portland, and there were similar scenes in Seattle and the Twin Cities.  While graffiti is a 
fact of life in urban areas, I saw quite a bit more on this trip than I’d normally expect.  A surprising amount of that graffiti was also quite 
vulgar.  I don’t typically use rude words myself, and I don’t like seeing them on the street. 
 
 Protests were still happening in both Portland and Seattle while I was there, and those in Portland in particular did have violent 
elements.  If it weren’t for TV news reports, I wouldn’t have been aware of them, though.  Most of the protests happened overnight in 
neighborhoods it wouldn’t occur to me to visit after dark.  The exceptions were properly permitted marches in the downtown areas, which 
is something you see all the time in major cities. 
 
WOULD YOU DO THE TRIP AGAIN? 
 
 Well, I’d rather go to New Zealand, or to my “Plan B” destination of Juneau for that matter.  I thoroughly enjoyed this trip, though, 
and I really didn’t feel it was dangerous at all—either from the virus or from civil unrest. 
 
 I actually made plans before the pandemic began to travel to New York City next Christmas.  At the moment Iowans aren’t 
allowed to visit the Empire State, but if the regulations change this fall, I’ll certainly go ahead with that trip. 
 
 The delay earned me another credit from Alaska Airlines, so I actually may do some more air travel in the coming year.  Perhaps 
I’ll actually head out to Phoenix around Easter.  We’ll have to see what happens. 
 
WHAT WAS YOUR FAVORITE THING? 
 
 While I commented several times that I didn’t care for how the city looked, I’m actually going to pick something from Portland.  I 
thoroughly enjoyed the morning I spent in Washington Park, visiting the Rose Garden and hiking the verdant trails.  It was fun to have an 
outdoor experience in an urban area. 
 
WHAT ABOUT THE LEAST FAVORITE THING? 
 
 It’s not so much least favorite as it is heartbreaking, and that would be all the destruction along Lake Street in Minneapolis.  I’ve 
always loved the Lake Street area.  It’s fun and vibrant, and there’s wonderful Latin and Asian food—or at least there was.  Now there’s 



pretty much block after block of nothing.  I find a lot less fault with the violence in Minneapolis than I do in other cities, because there it 
was a direct response to the killing of George Floyd.  It really is heartbreaking to see things so badly destroyed, though. 
 
WHAT WILL YOU REMEMBER MOST? 
 
 I’ve often ended travelogues with this question, and when I look back at them and do revisions the memories seem to change.  
For now, though, I’d have to say that the indelible memory is all those encampments of homeless people.  Even on the edges of Third 
World cities people seem to live better than in those tent towns.  I’m used to seeing a few homeless people here and there in cities, but 
block after block of tents on the sidewalk and mile after mile of tents beside the interstate is something I never imagined could happen in 
America.  It’s appalling that a country with our great wealth can’t provide decent, affordable housing for our people.  Sadly, that’s what I 
think I’ll remember most from this trip. 


